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JAERI are the engineering safety of nuclear power plants and nuclear fuel cycle facilities,

and radioactive waste management as well as advanced technology for safety improvement

or assessment. Also, JAERI has conducted international collaboration to share the
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1. INTRODUCTION

To ensure the safe development and utilization of nuclear energy, the Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute (JAER1) is conducting nuclear safety research in close cooperation

with nuclear utilities, venders, universities, and governmental research organizations. The

safety research at JAERI concerns the safety of nuclear power plants, nuclear fuel cycle

facilities, and radioactive waste management. Continuous efforts have been made by JAERI

to provide technically sound and reliable data and information to the public. Although JAERI

is a governmental research institution, it takes neutral positions on issues pertaining to

governmental regulatory bodies and the nuclear industry.

The scope of this safety research is based on the Long Term Plan for Development and

Utilization of Nuclear Energy issued by the Atomic Energy Commission and the Five-Year

Plan for Nuclear Safety Research issued by the Nuclear Safety Commission. The Five-Year

Plan from 2001 to 2005 specified research items on radioactive waste disposal, MOX fuel

processing, fuel safety, aging and decommissioning of nuclear power plants, fuel reprocessing,

probabilistic safety assessments, radiation effects, severe accidents and nuclear emergency

preparedness to be performed by government organizations to ensure the safety of nuclear

facilities. These items have been selected because they are needed to develop safety criteria

and to establish a technical basis for licensing procedures.

Nuclear safety research at JAERI is conducted primarily at the Nuclear Safety

Research Center of the Tokal Research Establishment of JAERI. Various items of safety

research are performed by different research divisions within JAERI to optimize the use of

facilities and the expertise of JAERI personnel. In addition to administrative offices and

research divisions, technical advisory committees are established by JAER1. Japanese

experts are invited to offer advice and comments to maximize the utilization of the research

results and to improve the quality of research. The organizations engaged in nuclear safety

research at JAERI are shown in Fig. 1- 1.

This report summarizes the nuclear safety research activities in JAERI from April

2001 through March 2003.
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2. REACTOR SAFETY RESEARCH

According to the recent achievement and future demand in fuel burnup extension as well

as MOX fuel utilization in light water reactors WRs) and long-term operation of the plants,

importance of further reactor safety research has been still recognized by Nuclear Safety

Commission, regulatory organizations and industry. The technical knowledge obtained from

the research will be used for establishment or modification of the Japanese Nuclear Safety

Evaluation Guidelines in timely manner.

The measures for preventing severe accident that brings catastrophic core damage have

been of great importance since the TMI-2 accident in 1979. Through the comprehensive

research and development over 20 years, accident management measures have been almost

completed for the domestic WRs. The proposed next-generation reactors in conceptional

design are considered to adopt the equipments with passive safety feature. However, there

are still the uncertainties in the evaluation of the external hazards such as earthquake,

human factors and some phenomena during severe accidents. The JCO accident in

Tokai-mura in 1999 has indicated that nuclear facility disaster countermeasures were not

enough rationalized for an accident which 'influences the public and environment. When

taking its serious impact on the public into consideration, continued efforts should be made

to investigate the emergency countermeasures even if the occurrence of the severe accident is

at quite a low level.

Deregulation in every field, in progress or impending, would bring changes in nuclear

safety practice to achieve more rational regulatory strategy. "Probabilistic Safety Goals" and

"Risk-Informed Regulation" have been widely recognized as beneficial ones for the purpose.

To meet this mainstream, the efficient utilization of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)

methodology should be enhanced.

From the viewpoints described above, the activities of reactor safety research in JAERI

include:

1) Fuel behavior at high burnup under normal and accident condition,

2) Aging degradation and reliability of structures and components,

3) Thermal hydraulic phenomena occurring n passive safety systems for next generation

LVTR and coupled nuclear-thermal hydraulic instability in BVR,

4) Effective and efficient management of severe accident risks of LVVRs, and

5) Operating experience at actual nuclear power plants.

The outline of these activities and main results will be shown in the following chapters.

- 3 -
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2.1 Fuel Safety Research

A highly efficient fuel which alms at coexistence of high reliability and economical

efficiency is being developed in nuclear industry. In particular, a fuel for higher burnup is

being developed for reduction of fuel cycle cost and spent fuel generation. In addition, the

use of plutonium in light water reactors VVRs) is promoted from consideration of nuclear

nonproliferation and a view point of effective use of resource. For advancing these, it is

important to confirm the integrity and safety of high burnup fuel and MOX fuel during

normal operation, abnormal transients and accidents.

It is necessary to hold the integrity of fuel cladding during normal operation and abnormal

transients. The internal pressure of fuel rod increases with increasing burnup due to the

release of volatile fission products (FPs) from fuel pellet. The thermal conductivity of fuel

pellet is also degraded with the increase in burnup, and due to this, the temperature of high

burnup fuel pellet would increase compared with that of fresh fuel at the same power level.

Therefore, the pellet-cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI) would become remarkable with

the increase in burnup, because the pellet thermal expansion increases due to the

temperature increase of high burnup fel pellet at the same power level.

The rim structure, which is usually observed at the periphery of high burnup fuel pellet

and shows porous structure, contains a large amount of fission gas as coarsened bubbles and

it is pointed out the possibility of additional fission gas release when the fuel rod power is

changed.0) On the other hand, the ductility of cladding is degraded due to the increase in

corrosion, hydrogen pickup accompanied by the corrosion and neutron irradiation, and these

phenomena would become restriction factors for the use of high burnup fuel. Therefore, in

order to estimate the integrity of high burnup fuel, it is important to evaluate the amount of

fission gas release from fuel pellet and degradation of thermal conductivity of fuel pellet and

ductility of cladding at high burnup.

The reactivity initiated accident (RIA) is one of the design' basis accidents for the reactor

safety review performed for installation of new reactor, new fuel design and so forth. At

RIA conditions, the fuel failure would occur, followed by the abnormal increase in reactor

power which is caused by the withdrawal of control rods from the full insertion condition due

to some reason or by the abnormal dilution of boron in coolant. With the aim of investigation

for the failure threshold of fuel rod and influence of fuel failure, pulse irradiation tests which

simulate the RIA conditions have been performed at the Nuclear Safety Research Reactor

(NSRR) of JAERL The threshold enthalpy of fuel failure, which corresponds to the lowest

limits of enthalpy increase for fuel failure, would decrease due to the influences of high

burnup such as fission gas release from fuel pellet and embrittlement of cladding.

The loss-of coolant accident (LOCA) is also one of the design basis accidents for the reactor

safety review. Fuel cladding is possible to be exposed to high temperature from 100 to

4
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1400K during LOCA conditions. The heat up of fuel rod causes the burst failure and

'dat'on of fuel rod during the exposure in high temperature steam. Since the ox'dat'on of

cladding causes the embrittlement of cladding, the fuel rod would fall due to thermal shock,

when the emergency core cooling system (ECCS) re-floods the core and the fuel rod is

quenched. After the fuel rod burst, steam enters into the inside of fuel rod resulting in its

'd'zat'on and a large amount of hydrogen pickup would occur. These would affect the

failure-resistant characteristics of cladding. In addition, it is necessary to estimate the high

burnup effect on the oxidation rate, ballooning and burst characteristics and failure-resistant

characteristics etc. of fuel cladding.

From the background mentioned above, in order to resolve the issues concerning the high

burnup of fuel and use of MOX fuel, the following studies are being performed by using the

NSRR, Japan Material Testing Reactor (JMTR), Japan Research Reactor-3 (JRR-3) and

Reactor Fuel Examination Facility (RFEF) of JAERI:

Research on Evaluation of Fuel Behavior during Normal Operation and Abnormal

Transients,

Research on Fuel Behavior under RIA Conditions,

Research on Fuel Behavior under LOCA Conditions.

The major results are summarized as follows.

2.1.1 Research on Evaluation of Fuel Behavior during Normal Operation and Abnormal

Transients

In this study, the re-irradiation tests of spent fuel in the JMTR, post irradiation

examinations (PIEs) in a hot laboratory, development of fuel analysis code on the basis of the

data obtained from these tests and examinations and international collaboration have been

carried out for confirming the safety and integrity of high burnup fuel.

In the JMTR a re-irradiation test of high burnup fuel (50 GWCI/t) was performed to

investigate the fuel behavior by means of BOCA facility, and also a re-irradiation test to

obtain high burnup as been performed and attained about 65GWd/t. The PIE work to

investigate the fuel behavior is under way.

To clarify the fundamental properties of high burnup fuel, disc pellets were irradiate in

the JRR-3 up to about 130 GWd/t, and non-destructive tests were conducted.

At the Halden Reactor Project, in which JAERI participated, various irradiation tests on

high burnup fuel and MOX fuel are conducted as international collaboration research. For

example, the fuel center temperatures Of U02 fuel and MOX fuel are measured by means of
'le instrumentation up to bgh burnup to evaluate te degradation of termal conductivity.

in-pi 1 1 1 1

A model of fuel thermal conductivity change with burnup is also proposed based on the in-pile

measurement data. Various irradiation tests were carried out to clarify the fuel behaviors

such as fission gas release, swelling, bonding and cladding corrosion.
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(1) Research on the thermal properties of gadolinia-added fuel

Fuel burnup has been gradually extended to reduce the nuclear fuel cycle cost for WRs.

The thermal conductivity of fuel pellet is known to degrade with burnup due to the

accumulation of solid FPs, irradiation-introduced lattice defects and precipitation of small

fission gas bubbles in pellet matrix. The degradation of thermal conductivity increases the

fuel temperature, resulting in the increase fission gas release as well as PCMI due to the

thermal expansion of pellet. Therefore, it is important to clarify the degree of degradation of

thermal properties in order to evaluate the behavior of high burnup fuel.

On the other hand, the gadolinia-added U02 fuel, which is used for the reduction of

excess reactivity of fuel assembly at the first loading, has lower thermal conductivity than the

U02 fuel and the gadolinia-added fuel shows higher fuel center temperature at the same

power level. Therefore, it is important to clarify the thermal conductivity change of

gadolinia-added fuel with burnup to evaluate the fuel behaviors such as fission gas release

and PCMI at high burnup.

Thermal dffusivities of 6wt% gadolinia-added U02 pellet irradiated in a commercial

reactor up to 28 GWd/t were measured by a laser flash method.(2,3) The obtained data are

shown in Fig. 21-1. The thermal diffusivities of un-irradiated U02 and un-irradiated

gadolinia-added U02 fuel are also depicted for comparison. The thermal dffusivitie of

unirradiated gadolinia-added U02 are much lower than those of unirradiated U02 at low

temperaturere 'on. Thethermaldiffusivityofirradiatedgadolinia-addedfuelisabout30%

lower than that of unirradiated gadolinia-added fuel at room temperature. The thermal

diffusivities of irradiated gadolinia-added fuel gradually increased when the measurements

were repeated with increasing the maximum temperature at each run. This increase 

thermal dffusivity was estimated to be due to the recovery of radiation damage.

Figure 21-2 compares the thermal dffusivities of irradiated gadolinia-added fuel

(6wtGd2O3, 28 GWd/t) with those of irradiated U02 36 GWd/t). As shown in this figure,

the thermal dffusivities of irradiated gadolinia-added fuel were slightly lower than those of

irradiated U02, but the relative reduction of thermal dffusivity for gadolinia-added fuel with

burnup was smaller than that for U02 fuel. It is estimated that the effects of accumulation

of soluble FPs and rradiat-lon-introduced defects on the thermal dffusivity were relatively

small in gadolinia-added fuel, because the crystal lattice Of U02 was already disturbed to

some extent by the addition of gadolimia.

(2) Development of computer codes for the analysis of fuel rod behavior in normal and

abnormal transient conditions

The fuel rod behavior analysis code FEMA-XI-IV,(4) which was developed on the basis of

the data obtained through the Halden Reactor Pr 'ect, has been released to the Nuclear

Power Engineering Corporation (NUPEC) to be utilized as a cross-check tool for the safety
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review in the licensing process. The next version FENLAOXI-V was developed which had

models required to describe the fuel behaviors in the burnup region above 50 GWd/t.(5) The

source code, detailed description and input/output manual of the FEXLAXI-V code have been

released, and the code has been adopted in domestic and foreign organizations to be used as

one of the tools for fuel rod analysis. In 2001, an advanced version, FEALA_XI-6, has been

developed on the basis of the evaluation results of the FEAIAXI-V code by using the data

which were obtained in the Halden Reactor Project and in the domestic commercial reactors.

In the FEMAXI-6 code, a simultaneous solution is obtained in each time step by coupling

thermal analysis and mechanical analysis through iteration process. In the former,

temperature distribution, fission gas release and internal pressure are calculated, and in the

latter deformation of pellet and cladding are calculated. A model for bonding between pellet

and cladding, which simulates the effects of bonding layer on the enhanced gap thermal

conductance and the axial restraint between pellet outer and cladding inner surfaces, was

also incorporated into the code. By these models, the FEMAXI-6 code succeeded in

predicting the very high burnup fuel behavior with a satisfactory accuracy.

In 2002 a new model for fission gas bubble swelling(6) was introduced into the code. By

this model, analysis was performed for the cladding diameter increase produced by fuel

swelling during power ramp, obtaining a reasonable agreement between the calculated values

and PIE data.(7) In the analysis, it was also found that the bonding between pellet and

cladding induced significant bi-axial stress state in the cladding. Figure 21-3 shows a

comparison of cladding diameter crease between the analysis and PIE data. The fission

gas bubble swelling model gives much better agreement to the PIE data (open circles) than

the steady-rate swelling model, indicating that the new model is quite successful in describing

the pellet and cladding deformation of high burnup fuel during power ramp.

Further verifications and improvements on the code are in progress.

2.1.2 Research on Fuel Behavior under RIA Conditions
RIA-simulating pulse irradiation experiments have been conducted at the NSRR on short

segments of fuel rods, which were irradiated commercial or research reactors. The

experimental data have been utilized to establish the Safety Evaluation Guide for RAs In

the last two fiscal years of 2001 and 2002, pulse irradiation tests were performed on two BVV`R

rods of 61 GWd/t (Tests FK-10 and 12), one PWR rod of 46 GWd/t (Test TK-10) and one

advanced thermal reactor (ATR) rod of 30 GWd/tHM (Test ATR-6).

A cladding failure characteristic was observed in pulse irradiation tests of high burnup

BWR fuel rods, Tests FK- 10 and 12. Figure 2-4 shows the appearance of the rod failed in

Test FK-12. A large longitudinal crack was generated on the cladding and the rod was

fractured into two pieces. Test FK-10 resulted in a similar cladding failure. It has been

clarified that this type of failure occurs due to pellet cladding mechanical interaction (PCMI)
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during the pulse irradiation.(8-10) Figure 21-5 illustrates a scenario of the PCMI failure of

high burnup fuel rods. Fuel pellets expand due to temperature escalation at RIA, producing

a strong PCMI. When the cladding has the mechanical strength enough for the hoop stress

by the pellet expansion, the cladding survives. On the other hand, the cladding mechanical

strength of a high burnup rod would be degraded due to embrittlement by hydrogen pickup

during the normal operations in a power reactor. In that case, the cladding fails. Thus, this

failure is called a hydride-assisted PCMI failure. This sort of failure was first observed in

Test HBO-1 performed with a PWR rod of 50 GWd/t.(9) It had been anticipated that the

cladding could survive a load by pellet thermal expansion. Thus, one topic in early

discussions was regarding additional pellet expansion driven by FP gas thermal expansion.

Recent experiments including Test FK-10, however, showed that the cladding containing

much hydride could fall at low hoop strains. Figure 21-6 shows a transient history of the

cladding hoop strain measured by a strain gauge attached on the cladding surface. The

cladding hoop strain was less than 04% at the time of cladding failure which was detected

with a disturbance of the rod internal pressure. Considering pellet temperature at the

moment, this strain level would be produced by pellet thermal expansion only.

Fine fuel fragments were found in the coolant water in Tests FK- 0 and 12 after the pulse

irradiation. The driving force of the fuel fragmentation is the thermal expansion of FP

bubbles at grain boundaries, as depicted in Fig. 21-7, as well as thermal shock when hot fuel

fragments contact with coolant water. The contact of fuel fragments with coolant water

would cause an energetic steam generation because the total surface area of the fine fuel

fragments is large. In the NSRR experiments, a part of coolant water is lifted by steam

expansion in the test capsule as shown in Fig. 21-8. The velocity of coolant water jumping

inthecapsulewasmeasuredinTestFK-10. ThegeneratedmechanicalenergyatthePCMI

failure was evaluated as a kinetic energy of the jumping water. Separate effect tests using

unirradiated U02 powder showed that the mechanical energy generation depends on the fel

fragment size.(")

2.1.3 Research on Fuel Behavior under LOCA Conditions

In safety analysis of a postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in a light water reactor

(LWR), fuel rods would be exposed to high-temperature steam for several minutes until the

emergency core cooling water quenches the fuel bundles. The cladding tube, therefore,

might be severely oxidized and lose ductility, resulting in possible degradation of the fuel rod

during the quench. Fuel burnup has been extended and it will be continued in future. The

thickness of metallic part of the cladding decreases and hydrogen concentration increases due

to water-side corrosion with burnup extension. These may enhance the cladding

embrittlement under LOCA conditions and reduce the failure-bearing capability of the

cladding during quench.
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In order to evaluate failure-resistance capability of oxidized cladding under simulated

LOCA conditions, "integral thermal shock tests" have been conducted at JAERI.(12-14) The

integral thermal shock tests were performed for non-irradiated low-Sn ircaloy-4 cladding

tubes for PA7Rs that were mechaically thinned and pre-hydrided to simulate corrosion and

hydrogen absorption in the present study. The reduction ratios of initial cladding thickness

were about 10% and hydrogen concentrations in the claddings were from 100 to 1420 wtppm.

A simulated fel rod, which consisted of a 600 mm-long cladding tube and A203 pellets and

was filled with the argon gas of MPa at room temperature, was heated at a rate of 0 K s-1 in

a steam flow. Rod burst took place at temperatures ranging from 920 to 170 K during the

heat up due to the increase in rod internal pressure and the decrease in cladding strength.

After the burst, the cladding was isothermally oxidized. Isothermal oxidation temperatures

and times ranged from 1220 to 1500 K and from 30 to 3000 s, respectively. After the

isothermal oxidation, the rod was cooled down in the steam flow to about 970 K and finally

quenched with water flooding from the bottom. The Zrcaloy cladding axially expands and

shrinks in the temperature transient during a LOCA. The shrinkage could be restrained in

the bundle geometry. Then, the simulated rod was completely or partly restrained during

quenching in order to simulate possible axial loading.

Figure 21-9 shows failure maps relevant to equivalent cladding reacted (ECRY and axial

restraint load for three hydrogen concentration levels: (a) 100 to 350ppm, (b) 350 to 800ppm,

and (c) 800 to 1420ppin. n the figure, the open marks denote "survived" conditions, while

the closed marks denote "failed" conditions. In these plots, the axial load data for failed

claddings correspond to the tensile loads at failure, while the axial load data for survived

claddings contain both the pre-set restraint loads under the intermediate restraint conditions

and maximum loads under the full restraint condition in the tests. These figures show that

failures occur in the claddings oxidized to higher ECR, indicating that the cladding failures
ily controlled by the amounts of oxidation.

are priniari 1

The broken lines in the figure show the failure boundaries defined as the lowest failure

conditions. The failure boundaries clearly decrease with increasing the restrained load

below 100 N while the boundaries are nearly constant above the restrained load of 100 N.

For example, the failure boundaries decrease from 30 to 20 %ECR as the restraint loads

increase from 390 to 730N, and further down to about 17 %ECR under the full restraint

conditions in the range of hydrogen concentration below 350 ppin. The influence of hydrogen

concentration on the failure boundary can be seen by comparing these failure maps. Under

the intermediate restraint conditions at about 500 N, the failure boundaries are located at

about 27 %ECR for 100 to 350 ppm, about 20 %ECR for 350 to 800 ppm and about 17 %ECR

* ECR: proportion of oxide layer thickness assuming that all of absorbed oxygen forms

stoichiometric rO2
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for 800 to 1420 ppm, respectively. Under the full restraint condition, it is about 17 %ECR,

12 %ECR and 10 %ECR, respectively. The present studies examined for a very wide range of

hydrogen concentration. However, the hydrogen concentrations are generally below 800

ppm in the high burnup claddings irradiated at commercial LVVRs. If the axial tensile loads

were controlled below 600 N, the failure thresholds might be higher than about 20 %ECR in

the realistic hydrogen concentration range below 800 ppm.

The computer code, FURBEL, is being developed to evaluate the failure-bearing

capability of the oxidized cladding on quenching. The FURBEL code conducts both oxygen

diffusion calculation and stress-strain analysis of cladding. As a preliminary result, te

dynamic tensile loads induced in the axially restrained claddings on quenching were

successfully predicted.
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Fig. 2.1- 3 Comparison of permanent increase of cladding diameter after power ramp; PIE

data,(7) calculated values at three axial sub-segments of rod by using GBS (gas

bubble swelling) model and SRS (steady-rate swelling) model.
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2.2 Aging Degradation and Reliability of Structures and Components

A few light water reactors WRs) in Japan began to operate in the early 970's and have

already reached a 30-year operation. The WRs, which over the years have proven

themselves to be safe, have come to be considered a highly reliable type of reactor. The WRs
'II be the mainstream of nuclear power generation for a considerably long period. It

wi is,

therefore, necessary for the aged reactors to further operate when aging phenomena are

readily manageable. The domestic countermeasures designated to cope with the aging of

LWRs have been already taken expecting a 60-year operation. It is particularly important to

maintain the integrity of the safety-related structures and components sub'ected to aging

during long-term operation. The pressure vessels, internal core components, primary coolant

piping, recirculation pumps, electrical cables, containment structures and concrete

structures have been identified as the safety-relates ones necessary for the management of

aging in the BVVT plants in a report by Mnistry of Economy, Trade and Industry WETI).

The steam generators and pressurizers are included in the PVVR plants. The relevant

research and development have been comprehensively carried out in JAERI, national

research organizations and nuclear energy industries under the coordination of METI.

In JAERI, the detection and evaluation of aging degradation are investigated for

structures and components which are important from the safety standpoint and difficult in

replacing and repairing, e.g. reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and internal core.

For the RPV, the ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) should be lower than

its operation temperature to prevent the brittle fracture. In general, neutron exposure of the

vessel steels reduces the ductility, resulting in the shift in DBTT to higher temperatures.

This is called "irradiation embrittlement". To monitor this, surveillance capsules filled with

standard specimens made of the material representative of the vessel steels have been

installed in the plant in the vicinity of the core. They are periodically retrieved from the

plant and tested. The surveillance results based on Charpy impact tests have been used for

the estimation of fracture toughness of the vessel steels according to the present regulation

of the surveillance program, which assumes that the degree of irradiation embrittlernent

measured from Charpy impact tests is equivalent to that from fracture toughness tests.

Recently, many efforts have been made to develop a fracture toughness testing method called

the "Master Curve" (MC) method and this has been accepted and introduced in regulations in

the EU and the US. The MC method can determine the temperature dependence of fracture

toughness using only 6 specimens. The research on the MC method to improve the accuracy

in evaluating the irradiation embrittlement of te Japanese RPV has been conducted using

JMTR in JAERL It is also necessary to investigate the effects of neutron dose rate, Y-ray

irradiation, phosphorus contents as impurity atom on irradiation embrittlement to precisely

predict the degree of the irradiation embrittlement in the long-term operation of the RPV.

The use of nondestructive evaluation method of irradiation embrittlement, which has been

widely under research and development, will also contribute to the integrity assessment of
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the RPV.

It is known that irradiation-induced stress corrosion cracking (1ASCC) occurs the

austenite stainless steel for the internal core structures exposed to high fluence under tensile

stress in high temperature water environment. Since cracking thought to be due to IASCC

has been often observed in foreign and domestic aged VTRs , 1ASCC becomes one of the

important issues for prolonged operation of domestic reactors. Understanding the

mechanism(s) of IASCC, in particular, to identify the controlling factors and to predict the

crack growth rates are the area where JAERI is concentrating on.

The probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) method has been recently hghlighted to

rationally incorporate the uncertainties arising from the material properties, defect

distribution, inspection quality and so on, unlike the conventional deterininistic method. A

failure probability is obtained through the PFM analysis by imputing the material strength,

cracking size, load and so on as probabilistic distribution. We investigate how this PFM

method is applied to the domestic regulation. In the meantime, we are also developing a PFM

code, PASCAL (PFM Analysis of Structural Components in Aged LVVR).

The typical results of the researches performed during the period from Y2001 to 2002

are shown in the following sections.

2.2.1 Development of Reliability Evaluation Code of Structural Components

(1) Seismic Reliability Analysis Code

After the occurrence of Hyogo-ken-Nanbu Earthquake in 1995, the seismic safety of a

nuclear power plant (NPP) has become a great concern. In addition, as the NPPs continue to

be operated foe a longer period, it becomes more important that the safety of aging-degraded

NPPs be verified by conducting a technical evaluation of the safety and reliability of seismic

important components. It is necessary, therefore, to establish the rational and precise

method of the aseismic reliability evaluation of structural components taking the aging

degradation and uncertainties in seismic load into consideration.

In JAERI a study on aselsmic reliability evaluation of structural components has been

performed since FY 2001. The objective of this study is to develop (a) a seismic load analysis

code based on a probabilistic approach and (b a probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM)

analysis code considering the aging degradation of structural components and using the

seismic load, in order to make more precise evaluation of aseismic reliability.

For the evaluation of seismic load by probabilistic approach, a analysis code was

developed by means of a fault model that could predict the earthquake ground motion based

on the fault slip mechanism. According to the flow chart of the seismic load evaluation and

PFM analysis shown in Fig. 22-1, the prototype PFM analysis code was also developed with

taking the aging degradation, such as stress corrosion cracking and wall thinning, into

cons'deration.

As a preliminary analysis, a seismic hazard and seismic responses of soil, building and
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components were evaluated assuming a BWR model plant on a JAERI Oaral site0). On the

failure probabilities of welds in a core shroud and primary recirculation loop (PLR) piping,
I I locations 2).

scoping analyses were also performed using the pc-PRAISE code wth some mod

Considering the uncertainties of variables on the fault type, magnitude of earthquake and

properties of soil, a total of 250 waves of earthquake ground motions were calculated by

means of the fault model. Using three waves (A-C) of the highest seismic stress at a weld

line in a core shroud, the failure probabilities after 40-year operation were evaluated as

shown in Fig. 22-2. Even in the case of severer earthquake than the extreme design

earthquake S2 (A), the results indicated that the probability would be significantly low unless

the cross sectional area became very small <1/5). The analysis results of the welds in PLR

piping also showed that the failure probability was as low as that of core shroud weld.

Further study on the improvement of the code is being continued in order to extend the

target components to the others and introduce the latest models for aging degradation

mechanisms.

(2) Probabilistic Fracture Mechanics Analysis Code PASCAL

In JAERI, the probabilistic fracture mechanics (PFM) analysis code PASCAL (PFM

Analysis for Structural Components in Aged LVVR) has been developed 3)-(5) This code can

evaluate the conditional probabilities of crack initiation and fracture of a reactor pressure

vessel (the RPV) under transient conditions such as pressurized thermal shock (PTS). Based

on the temperature and stress distributions in the vessel wall for four cases of PTS

transients for a typical 3-loop PVVR, PFM analyses were performed using PASCAL 6.

Parametric analyses are performed on the variables such as pre-service inspection method,

crack geometry, fracture toughness curve and irradiation embrittlernent prediction equation,

mainly focusing on the difference of the methodologies between Japan and the USA.

The results of PFM analyses under four cases of PTS transients showed the following

conclusions:

* The Arakawa's NDE model for pre-service inspection has a significant effect on the

fracture probability and reduces it by more than 3 orders of magnitude.

* Due to the difference in the equations, the fracture toughness estimation method in

Japan gives about 2 orders of magnitude lower values of the fracture probability than

those of the USA!s method for the cases studied.

* The calculation method for a semi-elliptical surface crack used in PASCAL reduces the

conservatism in the method assuming an infinite surface crack converted from an

elliptical crack.
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2.2.2 Research on Neutron Irradiation Embrittlement and Non-destructive Evaluation of

Reactor Pressure Vessel

(1) Integranular Embrittlement

Neutron ]irradiation induces hardening, thereby increases the ductile-brittle transition

temperature (DBTT) in reactor pressure vessel (RPV) steels. The present embrittlement

prediction is based on this hardening mechanism. One of the other possible embrittlement

mechanisms at high neutron fluences in the long-term operation is intergranular

phosphorous segregation. The segregation of impurity such as phosphorus is promoted by

neutron irradiation and the presence of phosphorus at grain boundaries weakens a cohesive

strength of grain boundaries, leading to an increase in the DBTT through intergranular

failure.

The effect of intergranular segregation of phosphorus and sulfur, hardness on

embrittlement has been studied in iron-based model alloys doped with different bulk levels of

phosphorus 7 We also have highlighted the effect of carbon as a grain boundary

strengthening element on embrittlement. The phosphorus-doped model alloys containing up

to 038 wt.% were prepared. The carbon contents of the alloys varied fi-om 00007 to 00027

wt%. These alloys were sub'ected to neutron irradiation (E>O. IMeV: fluences of I X 025 n/M2

at 7 1K for 2120 h and 94 x 1022 n/M2 at 668 K for 127 h), thermal aging and

post-irradiation annealing (PLAO. The DBTT was determined by the Small Punch (SP) test.

The average peak height ratio (PHR) of the first derivative Auger signals of several elements

to the iron peak was determined from 25-40 data points. The grain boundary concentration of

these elements was estimated from the PHR.

It was found that neutron irradiation produced a larger amount of ntergranular

phosphorus segregation than sulfur segregation. The ntergranular carbon segregation

remained small or decreased in all as-irradiated aoys. A linear relationship of the DB`IT to

the concentrations of the segregated phosphorus, sulfur and carbon and the mcrohardness

was empirically established by neglecting the interaction terms between the variables.

Taking the data of an alloy subjected to PIA at 788 K for 100 h as the reference point, the

slope of the DBIT against an individual parameter was first determined for the alloys

indicating the similar values of other variables. Then least-square fitting was carried out n

the equation superimposing the several linear terms. The experimentally fitted correlation

can be given by

(DBTT)sp W = 36CO + 573COs - 244COc + 1. Hv 61

where Cop, Cos and COc are the concentrations of phosphorus, sulfur and carbon,

respectively, and Hv is the microhardness. The coefficient of the individual terms represents

the strength of metallurgical variables controlling the DBTT shift. The embrittling potential

of phosphorus is less then that of sulfur. In addition, the segregated carbon has a strong

Irain boundary toughening effect. The suppression of segregated carbon as well as the

phosphorus segregation by neutron radiation led to intergranular embrittlement.
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(2) Gamma-ray Induced Embrittlement

Fast neutron fluence, which causes large-scale cascade damage, has been mainly used

as a scaling parameter for irradiation embrittlement of the RPV steels. However, the RPV

steels are exposed to not only fast neutrons but also thermal neutrons and gamma-rays.

Although the contribution of gamma-rays to displacement per atom (dpa) to the RPV steels

is several of that of fast neutron in commercial reactors(PWR:-1%, BVR:-3%),

gamma-ray may contribute to the irradiation embrittlement more efficiently than fast

neutron due to the efficient generation of freely migrating defects(FMD). Thus, t is

necessary to estimate quantitatively whether or not the gamma-ray effect of irradiation

embrittlement in the RPV steels can be ]ignored. In the present study, high-energy (2.5MeV)

electron irradiation was used to simulate the gamma-ray irradiation and Vickers hardness

(HvO.5) tests were performed on two types of Fe-Cu model alloys(8). As a result, the

difference between electron and neutron Irradiation hardening was very small on a dpa

basis in the case of the same dpa rate. In addition to this result, the damage rate

dependence of gamma-ray irradiation hardening was examined. Figure 22-3 shows the

relation between 250'C electron rradiation hardening and dpa rate of Fe-0.6%Cu Alloy

under various dpa. The damage rate dependence of irradiation hardening was clearly

observed except for high dpa region where irradiation hardening caused by Cu precipitation

was saturated. The relationship AHv - dpa/s)-0.2 is the same as in the N-ion irradiation

hardening of Fe-0.6%Cu Alloy(9), therefore this relation is expected to hold true in the case

of neutron irradiation. However, considering the 100 times difference of dpa rate between

gamma-ray and neutron in the RPV steels, the contribution of gamma-rays to irradiation

embrittlement was estimated to be below 10%. It was concluded that both gamma-ray and

neutron induced hardening can be well scaled with calculated dpa.

(3) Nondestructive Evaluation of Material Properties of Reactor Pressure Vessel Steels by

Magnetic Measurement

Nondestructive technique to measure the degree of material degradation of the RPV is a

prospective inspection method to increase the safety and reliability of aging nuclear power

plants. The magnetic interrogation method has been proposed to measure nondestructively

the degree of material degradation of the RPV. This method relies on the fact that a change

of magnetic coercivity due to the neutron irradiation in the low alloy steel of the RPV can be

correlated as a good parameter with material degradation. The measurements of coercivity,

however, require the magnetization of inspection part to the level of magnetic saturation and

this needs relatively high power electric supply. To solve this problem, an incremental

permeability measurement method was newly proposed, by which the correlation between

the magnetic property and the mechanical property can be measured and evaluated along

with a hysteresis minor loop with relatively low level magnetization.
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As an example of the results, relationships between incremental maximum permeability

A�L.. obtained from incremental permeability curve along a hysteresis minor loop and

coercivity Hc of two kinds of structural steels, A533B and SUS410 are shown in Figure 2.2 4.

One can see good correlation between incremental maximum permeability and coercivity.

Considering the good correlation between the mechanical properties and the magnetic

properties of these steels, i.e. hardness and coercivity, this method was confirmed as an effective

technique to carry out the nondestructive measurement of mechanical properties, with

relatively low electric current and without magnetically saturation.

(4) Fracture Toughness Evaluation of the RPV Steels by Means of the Master Curve

Approach'

In the surveillance program for the RPV, fracture toughness is estimated by assuming

that the shift of transition temperature on fracture toughness is equivalent to that on

measured Charpy impact properties. Therefore, it is necessary to establish the correlation

between both shifts of transition temperature. In this study, we applied the master curve

approach that was adopted in the test method of the American Society of Testing and

Materials (ASTM) to fracture toughness testing and determined the reference temperature

To on fracture toughness. The materials used are five ASTM A533B class I steels and one

weld etal. Neutron irradiation for pre-cracked Charpy-v size (PCCv) fracture toughness

test specimens as well as standard Charpy-v specimens was carried out at the Japan

Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR). Correlation between the reference temperature To and

Charpy transition temperatures before and after the irradiation was established (11) 12).

Based on the correlation, the optimum test temperature for fracture toughness testing was

suggested. The method to determine the lower bound curve of fracture toughness Kic was

also studied.

Applying the master curve method to PCCv specimens, the analyses of fracture

toughness data were performed for some the RPV steels before and after neutron irradiation

as shown in Fig. 22-5. The following conclusions are derived from the analyses:

• The specimen size effect adjustment in the master curve method may not be sufficient for

PCCv specimens as compared with 25mm thick compact tension specimens.

• The shifts of reference temperature To due to neutron irradiation are almost equivalent

to that of Charpy 41J temperature MO but significantly larger than that of Charpy

fracture appearance transition temperature ArIT).

• The test temperature of PCCv specimens for the master curve method is recommended

based on the correlation between To and T4ii: Test Temp. C = To - 20 or T41J - 60.

• The 1% tolerance bound based on te master curve method agreed well with the Kic

curve in the Japan Electric Association Code (JEAC) 4206.

This work was carried out at JAERI partly under the contract with the Ministry of

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan
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2.2.3 ResearchonEvaluationlmprovementofAgingDegradationin InternalCore

Structures

In-core structural materials used in the light water reactors WR) are exposed to the

high flux radiation in high temperature water. Irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking

(IASCC) is known as a degradation phenomenon that is caused by synergistic effects of

neutron irradiation, stress/strain and high temperature water on the structural materials.

From the view point of the life management of the core components of the aged VVR, IASCC

is concerned to be one of the key issues 13).

Water temperature dependence of susceptibility to IASCC of type 316LN-IG was studied

on specimens irradiated up to about I dpa at the High Flux Isotope Reactor of the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory 14). The estimated irradiation temperature is about 473K. After the

irradiation, As shown in Fig. 22-6, Slow Strain Rate Testing (SSRT) in oxygenated water

was performed at 423, 513, 573 and 603K. Although susceptibility to IASCC increased with

increasing water temperature, specimen irradiated to about 7 dpa did not show IASCC at

473K.

It is essential to evaluate corrosion behavior of irradiated materials for mechanistic

understanding of IASCC. As shown in Fig. 22-7, corrosion behavior of ion irradiated

materials and the influence of radiation damage, and irradiation temperature and H and/or

He were evaluated using the atomic force microscope (AFM) 5) For this study,

high purity Fe-18Cr-12M specimens were irradiated by Ni ion using the tandem accelerator

at Takasaki ion accelerators for advanced radiation application (TIARA).

The phenomenon during SSRT includes both the crack initiation and the crack growth

stages. A separation of crack initiation stage from crack growth stage will be very useful for

understanding IASCC phenomenon. Therefore we designed and developed a SSRT facility as

shown Fig. 22-8 with an capability of the in-situ observation of ]irradiated specimen surface

during SSRT 16).

It is essential to perform the in-pile SCC tests, which are material testing under the

conditions simulating those of actual LWR operation, to clarify the precise mechanism of the

phenomenon. Therefore, we are developing the test technique for crack initiation and crack
growth test in irradiation capsule which will be loaded into the core of JMTR 17-20)

1 . As for the

method of loading in a specimen, the general mechanical loading method can not be

applicable in in-core of JMTR. Therefore, stress is applied to a specimen in term of bellows

pressured by helium gas. Pressure of helium gas in the bellows is controlled by the

load-control system using electromagnetic valves and several types of capillary tubes

according to the water pressure outside of bellows.

Although it is difficult to detect the crack initiation in in-pile SCC tests, the crack
't'at'on can be evaluated by the detection of spec' if the cross sect'on area of

in 1 1 imen rupture

the specimen is small enough. So we adopted uniaxial constant load (UCL) tensile test

technique using small specimen, and for crack growth test, we investigated the geometry and
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size of OATCT specimen to satisfy the small scale yield and plain strain conditions. In order

to evaluate crack growth rate, direct current potential drop (DCPD) method is applied to

monitor crack extension in this specimen, and we developed new testing unit for in-pile SCC

test as shown in Fig. 22-9.
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Fig. 22-1 - Flow chart of structural component reliability evaluation under seismic load

based on probabilistic approach.
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Fig. 22-2 - Results of preliminary analyses on the failure probability of a core shroud weld

(The decrease in cross sectional area due to the growth of SCC was assumed as the

increase in stress magnification factor.)
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Fig. 22-7 Measurement method of Fig. 22-8 SSRT facility in hot cell for

corrosion volume using AFM in-situ observation
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Fig. 22-9 CT specimen and connect block for potential drop method.
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2.3 Reactor Thermal Hydraulics Safety Research

Effectiveness of passive safety features for nextgeneration reactors is investigated in

JAERI as a long-term scope to incorporate reactor accident management measures and

concepts into the reactor design for both PVVR and BWR. Based on the experiences from

ROSA-A-P600 program performed as a cooperative research with USNRC until 2001, several

candidates for new passive safety features to be applied in these reactors are under

investigation through the ROSAJLSTF experiments. The passive containment cooling

system (PCCS) for a next generation BVVR is investigated using a prototypical scale

horizontal heat exchanger model composed of U-shaped condenser tubes. Steam generator

secondary side depressurization to cool and depressurize primary loop is also under

investigation as one of candidates for major safety features for a next generation MR.

Thermal hydraulic data obtained from such LSTF experiments, which include the data of

multi-dimensional and parallel channel non-uniform behavior, are extensively used for the

development and improvement of safety analyses codes suitable for the safety evaluation of

next generation reactors.

BVvrR nuclear-thermal hydraulic coupling experiments have been performed using

THYNC facility to clarify the mechanisms and influences of the flow and power stability in

BVVR core furnished with MOX fuel and high-burnup fuel. Safety margin to the instability is

quantitatively evaluated through the THYNC experiments and analyses using the

JAERI-developed three-dimensional nuclear-thermohydraulic coupling code TRAC/SICETCH.

Innovative fast-response void meter developed for the THYNC experiment sis improved to

be applied for transient void behavior experiments simulating reactivity initiated accident

(RIA) in BWR core furnished with high-burnup fuel.

2.3.1 Passive Safety Systems for the Next Generation PVVRs

Several proposed designs for the next generation reactors utilize passive components for

their safety systems in order to simplify the systems and improve the reliability. To assess

and optimize such passive safety system designs, their performance should be evaluated

against various accident scenarios. The current computer codes, however, may have large

uncertainties in predicting the phenomena occurring in passive systems. Because the codes

are not generally validated for the phenomena occurring in new components that the

current-generation PWRs do not have, and those occurring under the thermal-hydraulic

conditions that are not expected to occur in the current-generation PVTRs.

In order to validate and improve the ability of the codes to evaluate the performance of the

passive safety systems, the thermal-hydraulic research program ROSA-V is being conducted,

which consists of the ntegraltests using the ROSA/LSTF facility, separate effects tests, and

the thermal-hydraulic code validation and improvement. Table 23-1 shows the tests

conducted in the fiscal years of 2001 and 2002 at LSTF, which include the tests investigating
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the facility capability to simulate APWR+ a next-generation PVVT being developed by the

PVVR group in Japan, and the natural circulation (NC) steam generator (SG) heat transfer at

low pressure for the long-term decay heat removal. Among several research results obtained

in 2001 and 2002, two results are summarized in the following: the analyses on the

condensation experiments conducted at the SPOT facility located in Russia, and the SG heat

transfer tests conducted at LSTF(D.

The SPOT facility, located at St-Petersburg in Russia and operated ointly by the Polzunov

Central Boller Turbine Institute (CKTI) and St-Petersburg Research and Design Institute

ATOMENERGOPROEKT (SPAEK was for the development of the passive SG secondary side

cooling system for the VVER reactors. The data obtained at this facility had not been

published, and are valuable because this type of heat exchangers can be applied to various

future reactor designs for the decay heat removal. The SPOT facility consisted of a steam

boiler, a heat exchanger (HEX) test section, a cooling water tank, and pipes that connected

HEX to the boiler (see Fig. 23-1). The HEX test section had two types of tubes as shown in

Fig. 23-2. Two tubes of the same type were connected alternately to the common inlet and

outlet horizontal header pipes. Steady-state behavior during the tests was analyzed, during

which the water in the cooling water tank was kept at atmospheric pressure and saturation

temperature. The pressure inside the tubes ranged between 04 and 3 MPa for the tests

used in this analysis.

The analysis was based on an iterative numerical calculation of the steady-state mass,

energy and momentum conservations for control volumes representing the HEX tube.

Measured steam flow rate and pressure at the inlet of the HEX tubes were used as the

boundary condition. The evaluated two-phase flow regime in the tube was ainly an

interfacial shear dominated annular flow for all the analyzed tests. Several condensation

heat transfer prediction methods were compared with the data.

The comparison results, plotted in Fig. 23-3, show that the total heat transfer rates are

predicted well by the Dobson-Chato correlation and Hewitt model, while the Shah correlation

used in the REIAP5 code underpredicts them by 20%. The results indicate that

condensation behavior in the tube consisting of bends and short inclined straight pipe sections

can be more or less predicted well by the existing heat transfer models, although they are

based on the data taken using straight and relatively long pipes.

The steady-state condensation behavior in the presence of air 'inside SG U-tubes was

investigated at LSTF for the SG secondary side pressure of approximately 0 I MPa, the liquid

level of 12 in, and the core power of I MW The behavior of this condition is important for the

reactor system using SGs for the long-term decay heat removal. The effect of the air

accumulation was investigated by injecting air stepwisely (see Fig. 23-4). The tests results

have shown that the air occupied region expands from the exit to the inlet of the tube with

increasing the amount of air, which adversely affects the heat transfer rate. As shown in Fig.
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2.3-5, the primary pressure was predicted well by the REALP5 code for pure vapor condition,

while it was overpredicted due mainly to the underprediction of the condensation heat

transfer rate in the presence of air. The identified insufficiencies of the code model will be

improved in future in this research project.

2.3.2 Passive Containment Cooling System for Next Generation BMTR

A series of experiments to study the thermal-hydraulic behavior of a horizontal heat

exchanger of the Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) are performed using a

prototypical-scale experimental facility(2) The PCCS is one of the passive safety features to

suppress pressure increase in the containment during a severe accident. The PCCS heat

exchanger condenses steam in the containment generated by decay heat and transfers the

decay heat to the containment outside as show in Fig. 23-6.

The experiments are performed using a prototypical-scale horizontal heat exchanger,

which uses U-shaped horizontal condenser tubes. The heat exchanger is located in a large

coolant pool at the top of the ROSA-V/LSTF.

The experimental results show that the primary fluid temperature responses at six

selected condenser tubes in the ube bundle are almost the same, suggesting the similar inlet

flow rate and steam condensation behavior among all the tubes, irrespective of U-bend radius

and thus the tube position within the bundle. The measured heat removal rate distribution

among the tubes also supports the uniform inlet flow distribution and condensation.

The flow pattern of the heat exchanger secondary side coolant was found to be classified

roughly into two groups according to the observation using a high-speed video camera as

shown in Fig. 23-7. The secondary coolant flow pattern was a bubbly flow around the lower

portion of tube bundle, and turned into a flow similar to churn-like flow with elevation. Such

a change in the flow pattern influences the secondary heat transfer. The measured heat

transfer rate in the bundle upper part is slightly superior to that in the bundle lower part.

In contrast with the secondary coolant behavior, the difference in primary fluid temperature

distribution and primary wall temperature distribution among the tubes are little.

Therefore, the primary steam flow distribution among tubes is rather insensitive to such a

variation the secondary heat transfer condition. It is because the contribution of the

secondary heat transfer to the local heat resistance is 30% or less at postulated accident

conditions.

The computer code RELAP5 has been modified to make a good prediction of the

thermal-hydraulic behavior in the condenser tube. The multi-dimensional flow distribution

in the heat exchanger secondary side, however, is difficult to simulate by using such a

one-dimensional code. The multi-dimensional two-phase flow code ACE-31) developed in

JAERI was thus combined with RELAP5 to better simulate such a heat exchanger response.

The heat exchanger primary side phenomena are calculated by RELAP5 and the secondary
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'de phenomena are calculated by ACE-31), and these calculations are dynamically coupled

through the tube wall temperature at every time step. The combination code predicts the both

phenomena well as shown in Fig. 23-8.

2.3.3 Coupled Nuclear Thermal Hydraulic Instability in BVM

An event of excessive neutron flux oscillation occurred at the LaSalle 2 NPP on March 9,

1988(3) called attention to develop a precise BVTR stability analysis method with using a

three-dimensional core model. Furthermore, more precise stability analysis method has

been required due to utilization of hgh-burnup fuel or MOX fuel, which may reduce the

margin of the stability. JAERI started to conduct the BWR stability experiments using

Thermal-hydraulic and Neutronic Coupling loop (THYNC)(4),(5), and to develop the

three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic and neutronic (T/N) coupling code TRAC-BFI/

SKETCH-N(6).

The THYNC facility is shown in Fig. 23-9. It consists of three 2x2 bundle test sections

and one 4x4 bundle test section. Three electrically heated rods and one unheated rod are

installed in each 2x2 bundle test section. The diameter and heated length of the heater rods

are the same as those of nuclear fuels of conventional BVY'Rs. The area-averaged void

fraction in the test section is measured instantaneously with impedance-type void fraction

meterS(7),(8). Electric power to the heater rods is controlled to simulate void feedback

reactivity based on the point neutron kinetics equation by using measured void fraction.

(1) Experiments for channel stability without T/N coupling

The decay ratio, which is evaluated from the channel inlet flow rates, is of major concern

in BWR channel stability analyses. We conducted the channel stability experiments of the

disturbance response for different system pressures, core powers, inlet flow rates and

subcooling. The tested parameters ranged from I to 7MPa 02 to 0.5kg/s, and 10 to 20K,

respectively. Figure 23-10 shows the measured channel inlet flow rate and void fraction

when a power perturbation is imposed to a single channel. The decay ratio becomes smaller

as the channel power is decreased, or the system pressure is increased. The stability

threshold, defined as the corresponding channel power when decay ratio is over 1.0, becomes

large as the system pressure increase as shown in Fig. 2.3- 11.

The pressure effect on the onset of flow instability is analyzed by a highly simple model 9) In

this new-proposed model, the time lag in the responses of variables to the inlet velocity

perturbation is represented by first-order lag elements to allow the system characteristic

equation to be solved analytically. This approach, although approximate, makes it much

easier to identify the main contributors to the instability. The model is compared with

experimental data plotted on the Ishii-Zuber stability map in Fig. 23-12. The model

predicted the experimental data reasonably well, in which the effect of system pressure on the
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stability boundary stems from the change in the pressure loss coefficient in the two-phase

region. The instability was dominated by the transition time period through the two-phase

flow region, a quantity that also can be explicitly calculated using the present model.

(2) Experiments with T/N couphng(10)

A one-point reactor model with a void reactivity feedback was adopted as a core dynamics

in the present experiment. The general one-point kinetics model for fun core, however,

cannot be directly applied to the present test section as simulating the local hot channel of

BVvR. The local neutron feedback model proposed by Takeuchi (11) is applied here. This

model modifies the one-point kinetics equation by introducing a proportional element K into

id reactivity calculation. The gain reduction ratio K is estimated quantitatively by the

comparison of results from TRAC/SKETCH full-bundle analysis and the local channel

performance. A thermal time constant of THYNC heater rods, which is less than that of the

nuclear fuel rod, was also adjusted numerically by introducing the additional transfer

function to real-time computer calculation system. Figure 23-13 shows the THYNC data to

simulate the T/N coupling in a hot channel or not. As was expected, the decay ratio is

slightly larger with T/N coupling than without T/N coupling.

(3) Code development

The three-dimensional T/N coupling code TRAC-BFI/SKETCH-N(6), which has

capabilities of fast-running and high-accuracy calculations, has been developed.

Developmental assessment analyses of the code were performed so far using the Organization

for Econoric Co-operation and Development (OECD) Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) standard

problems such as the BWR cold water injection benchmark and Rnghals-1 stability

experiment benchmark(12),(13). In addition, analyses were performed based on the data of

THYNC channel stability experiments without T/N coupling. The measured decay ratio was

predicted reasonably well for pressures ranging I to 7MPa as shown in Fig. 23-11.

(4) ransient subcool boiling experiment during RIA

Development of highly efficient fuel which aimed at coexistence of high reliability and

economical efficiency is being furthered In nuclear industry. In particular, the development of

fuel for the higher burnup is being conducted for reduction of fuel cycle cost and spent fuel

generation. The safety review criterion of the maximum allowable fuel enthalpy for high

burnup fuel in reactivity insertion accident (RIA) was decreased based on experiment data.

The void reactivity feedback significantly decreases the maximum fuel enthalpy during RIA.

However, this effect is neglected current licensing analyses because it is difficult to assess

the rapid transient behavior of steam voids during RIA. Therefore, preliminary experiments

were conducted to investigate the transient subcool boiling behavior for RIA. It was
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confirmed so far, that the high-response conductance-type void fraction meter, based on the

technique developed for the THYNC experiment, is applicable to the transient boiling

experiment for RIA(14). Parametric experiments to start in 2003 to obtain void fraction data.
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Table 23-1 Summary of LSTF tests conducted in the fiscal years of 2001 to 2002

Run I.D. Test Contents

PC-LG-IA April 01 Characteristic test for the installation of the PCCS
large-scale test section

PS-SD-08 June 01 Characteristic test to investigate the system ability to
simulate VTR+

STNC-25 June 02 Low-pressure steady state natural circulation test to study
effects of air accumulation in SG

Low-pressure steady state natural circulation test to study
STNC-26 Oct. 02 effects of air accumulation in SG

PCCS tests from Feb. 02 Passive containment cooling system tests using the PCCS
to June 02 large-scale test section

0.2% pressure vessel bottom break LOCA test with SG

SB-PV-03 Nov. 02 secondary depressurization in case of HPI failure and 2

gas-inflow from the AIS tanks

0.2% pressure vessel bottom break LOCA test with
SB-PV-04 Dec. 02 increased SG depressurization in case of HPI failure and 2

gas-inflow from the AIS tanks

PCCS tests From Jan. 03 Passive containment cooling system tests using the PCCS
to March 03 large-scale test section

Water Tank inlet Header
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-2.3 m Header
ID 12mm

Test Outlet OD 16mm
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Condensqtp Boller

Type I Type2

Fig. 23-1 SPOT test facility Fig. 23-2 Test section
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2.4 Assessment and Management of Severe Accident Risks of LVvRs

The following four research programs are in progress at JAERI to develop methodologies

for the effective and efficient management of severe accident risks of LVFRs.

1) Experimental Validation and Improvement of Severe Accident Analysis Codes: This

program consists of two activities. One is to validate and improve the models for

radionuclide release from irradiated fuel by performing experiments at the VEGA facility

of JAERI and the other is to validate and improve the simulation codes for fuel coolant

interaction(FCI) processes by performing a separate effect test on the coarse mixing phase

of the FCI.

2) Analysis of Severe Accidents: Under this program, the methodologies and results of level

2 and level 3 PSA are used to examine the technical issues in support of introducing the

risk informed regulation in Japan. The current task in this program is the application of

level 3 PSA methodologies to calculate the public risk for use in the discussions by the

Nuclear Safety Commission for the establishment of safety goals for nuclear facilities.

3) Research on Emergency Countermeasures: Under this program, the methodologies and

results of level 3 PSA are used to examine the technical issues related to emergency

countermeasures such as the more rational determination of the emergency protection

zone (EPZ) and intervention levels for protective actions.

4) Research on Management of Seismic Risk: Under this program, the methodologies and

results of seismic PSA are used to examine the technical issues related to seismic design of

nuclear power plants and development of rational approaches for reduction and

management of seismic risks.

2.4.1 ExperimentalVahdationandImprovementofSevereAccidentA-nalysisCodes

(1) Experimental study on radionuclides release from irradiated fuel

The VEGA program has been performed at JAERI since 1999 to investigate and clarify

modes and mechanisms of radionuclides release during severe accidents. The predictability

of source terms can be improved through the VEGA program by accumulating data on

radionuclides release from high burnup U02 and MOX fuels in terms of temperature,

pressure and ambient gas. Since the release data of short-life or low-volatile fission products

(FP) and actinides have not been sufficiently obtained in the previous studies, we try to

investigate these releases by heating the fuel specimen up to 350 K under conditions of

steam atmosphere or elevated ambient pressure up to 1.0 MPa. One of the specific features

is to investigate the effect of ambient pressure on the radionuclides release from fuel that has

not been examined in the previous studies.

The facility consists mainly of a steam or gas supply system, high-frequency induction

furnace, thermal gradient tubes (TGTs), aerosol fters, noble gas trap, cascade impactor and

on-line gamma-ray measurement systeM(2) (see Fig. 24-1). The fuel specimen is inductively
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heated and the low-volatile and volatile FP released can be trapped at furnace outlet and at

TGTs or filters, respectively. The TGTs and fters are composed of three sets and are

sequentially operated depending on the fuel temperature.

Seven VEGA tests have been performed under various conditions including the highest

temperature or the highest pressure in the previous similar studies. The experimental

conditions and their important results are shown in Table 24-1. In the first through fifth

tests, PWR fuels of 47 GWd/tU were used. The fuel specimen for the first test was heated up

to 2773 K under atmospheric helium pressure to obtain the reference data and to confirm the

facility capabilit'eS(3) The second test was conducted under the same conditions as the first

test except for the ambient pressure of 1.0 MPa(4) The test uniquely showed that the release

rate of cesium (Cs) decreased under the elevated pressure condition (see Fig. 24-2).

The mechanisms of the ambient pressure effect and a proposed model that explains the

effect are described as lloWS(5) (see Fig. 24-3). The elevated pressure causes the increase in

gas density at the open pores in fuel and the decrease in gaseous diffusion velocity. These

result in the increase in FP concentration in a small volume of the pores and at the U02 grain

surface. The increase in concentration at the grain surface may decrease the gradient of

concentration in grain and suppress the diffusion flux, that is, the release rate of FP although

the diffusion coefficient in grain does not depend on the pressure. The existing Booth model

could not reproduce the observed pressure effect because it assumes that the concentration at

the grain surface is always equal to zero. It was found that the pressure effect was predicted

well by the numerical solution of two diffusion equations for the grain and pores assuming

that the FP concentration is continuous at the grain surface.

The VEGA-3 test in which the maximum temperature was raised up to 3123 K uniquely

showed that the release rate of Cs was enhanced above 2800 K that is lower than the U02

melting point. The possible reason is considered that the grain could move easily by frothing

due to melting of low volatile nuclides accumulated at grain surface(6). In the VEGA-4 test

using the fuel with cladding and ThO2 crucible under steam atmosphere, the release of Cs

was slightly enhanced due to the oxidation Of U02 and the release of ruthenium was

drastically increased due to the formation of ruthenium oxide with relatively high volatility.

In the VEGA-5 test, the fuel re-irradiated in advance at the NSRR for hours was heated up

in the helium of 1.0 MPa(7). The release data of short-life nuclides such as 14013a was

obtained for the first time in VEGA tests and the pressure effect observed in the VEGA-2 was

reconfirmed.

The irradiated MOX fuel from the ATR was heated up to 3123 K in helium atmosphere in

the VEGA-Ml test. It was observed that the Cs release was enhanced at relatively low

temperature compared with that for U02 fuel while almost 100% of Cs was released at high

temperature around the melting point of fuel. In the VEGA-6 test, BVVR fuel re-irradiated at

the JRR-3 was heated up to 2773 K in steam atmosphere and the release data for various
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short-life nuclides such as 1311, 132Te, 103Ru and 14OLa were obtained.

Two VEGA tests per year are scheduled up to FY 2005 according to the five-year research

plan established by Nuclear Safety Commission. The behavior of short-life or low-volatile

nuclides and actinides released from high burnup U02 and MOX fuels will be systematically

investigated under various kinds of carrier gases such as air and hydrogen. In parallel with

these experimental activities, a radionuclide release model that can treat the pressure effect

and the release acceleration at time of fuel melting will be developed and incorporated into

the JAERI's source term analysis code THALES-2.

(2) Fuel-coolant interaction during severe accident

During a severe accident of VVRs, fuel-coolant interactions (FCIs) including steam

explosions may occur, if molten core material contacts with coolant. Mechanical loads

caused by a steam explosion would threaten the integrity of containment vessel. The FCIs'

may occur in several stages during severe accident, i.e. when the molten core relocates into a

coolant pool inside the reactor vessel (in-vessel), or when the molten core ablates through the

reactor vessel and drops into a coolant pool in the containment vessel (ex-vessel). AnalytiCal

and experimental studies are ongoing at JAERI with emphasis on the ex-vessel FCIs. Low

pressure and highly subcooled conditions in the containment vessel make the triggering of

steam explosions easier than in-vessel cases.

JAERI have developed computer codes and analytical models for the estimation of

containment loads caused by steam explosions. Figure 24-4 shows the phenomena and

relevant analytical tools. The CAMP code simulates the molten fuel flow and thermal loads

onto the vessel lower head wall, referring to severe accident analysis results, and predicts the

vessel failure and molten core drop conditions. The JASMINE-pre code simulates the coarse

break-up and pre-mixing of molten fuel in the water pool. The JASMINE-pro code simulates

the propagation stage of steam explosion and predicts the mechanical loads to the

surrounding structures. The probability of containment failure is evaluated through

systematic analyses using these mechanistic prediction codes, and combining the results with

structural response considerations. The range of initial and boundary conditions are given

by considerations on available PSA information.

In the fiscal year from 2001 to 2002, JASMINE-pre was improved to handle the ex-vessel
water pool cond ons, i.e. low pressure and high subcool' g (8)

iti in . The JASMINE-pre code was

tested against high temperature corium melt quenching experiments performed at European

Union Joint Research Centre, Italy, namely FARO-L24 and 31(9). In the L24 experiment,

about 175 kg of corium (UO280wt%+ZrO220wt%) melt was dropped into a saturated water

pool at 0.51 MPa. The L31 experiment was the case where about 90 kg of corium melt was

dropped into a water pool with subcooling of 104 K at 022 MPa. Figure 24-5 shows the

calculated melt and void distributions and the comparison of the calculated results with the
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measured pressure history. JASMINE-pre reproduced the overall phenomena, i.e. melt jet

break-up, void generation, settlement of the debris, etc. The calculated pressure history

reasonably agreed with the experimental results. However, some constitutive parameters,

such as the diameter of melt droplets produced by jet break-up and partition of the heat to

bulk water and to gas-liquid interface for evaporation, are only given as constants or handled

parametrically at present. Further development and improvement of models will be made

for these areas.

A simplified model "pm'et" was developed based on the melt model of JASMINE-pre(IO)

to pursue a simpler way for evaluation of the premixing melt mass. The p 'et model onlymi

takes account the molten fuel jet break-up and freezing of the fuel particles without coolant

flow consideration, and gives a rough evaluation of molten fuel mass in the pre-mixture which

is very important for the evaluation of the mechanical work done by steam explosion. The

calculation results of the molten pre-mixed fuel masses in FARO experiments by pn1Jet and

JASMINE-pre were compared with each other. Figure 24-6 shows that the JASMINE-pre

and pJet results agreed well and there is a plateau during the quasi-steady state of the jet

break-up process. The reason for this agreement between the detailed and simplified

models is considered to be that the melt particle freezing is mainly controlled by the radiation

heat transfer. The radiation heat transfer is only weekly affected by the hydrodynamic

aspects which is modeled in JASMINE-pre but not in pmjet.

An experimental study was done on the steam explosion with molten silicon as a

cooperative research with a semi-conductor anufacturer("). Silicon is a material which is

ily oxidized like zirconium which is one of LVVR core materials. Two cases of melt-drop

steam explosion experiments were performed by dropping 4 kg of molten silicon at 188 K

(super heat of 195 10 or 1730 K (super heat of 45 K into a water pool with subcooling of about

80 K. Both showed strong self-triggered steam explosions. Post-test examinations gave

energy conversion ratios about 4 and 10%, and mass median diameters of the debris 65 and

85pm. Higher energy conversion ratios and finer debris particles resulted compared with

the previous experiments with iron-alumina thermite melt. Regarding te oxidation, about

1-6gm of oxide layer was found on the surface of debris sample.

2.4.2 Analysis of Severe Accidents

As part of the research activity on risk informed applications, the methodology of the Level

3 PSA for a 1100 MWe BVTR5 with Mark-11 type containment, which is a typical nuclear

power plant in Japan, is being applied to provide useful inputs for discussions by the Nuclear

Safety Commission on safety goal. The extension and improvement of this level 3 PSA are

continuously progressing in parallel with the detailed examinations of PSA results to extract

useful information for the safety goal discussions. This section describes the extensions in

source term evaluation and uncertainty analysis.
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(1) Source Term Evaluation for All Important FP Release Scenarios

The FP release scenarios are defined by combinations of a core damage sequence scenario

and a containment function failure scenario. In evaluation of risk assessment and the

controlling factors, it is necessary to consider various FP release scenarios in severe accident

conditions. When the level 3 PSA was first performed in Y 2000, the source terms were

evaluated for the following representative five core damage sequences by a severe accident

analysis code THALES-2(12) developed at JAERI with consideration of containment failure

scenarios limited to overpressure failure.

1) Loss of coolant injection with reactor depressurized (Representative sequence is a

transient(T) followed by loss of feedwater(Q) and high(U) and low(V) pressure

injection systems(TQLTV sequence)),

2) Station blackout (TB sequence),

3) Loss of shot-term containment beat removal (a transient followed by loss of feed water,

high pressure injection, low pressure injection(VI) and containment heat removal(W)

(TQLJVIW sequence)),

4) Loss of long-term containment heat removal (TW sequence) and,

5) Anticipated transient without scram (C) with high pressure ijection avallable.(TC

sequence).

In FY 2001, the source term analysis was extended to include all important FP release

scenarios. Currently, over pressure, over temperature, failure of containment isolation,

hydrogen burning, steam explosion, direct containment heating(DCH), wall melt-through,

actuation of containment venting and recovery of containment spray, are considered as the

representative scenarios for each core damage sequence group(13).

The source terms of steam explosion and DCH were calculated by the assuniptions:1) all

FPs suspended in the atmosphere in the plant are released to the environment at the time of

their occurrences, and 2 In addition to this amount, 1% of all FPs in the molten core, which is

based on the expert judgments n NUREG-115004) are released to the environment with

molten core atomized.

Figure. 24-7 shows the control volumes modeled n TAHELS2 for the plant with a Mark-11

type containment. Figure. 24-8 shows the source terms for the above mentioned five core

damage sequences, where over-pressure failure at drywell is assumed. Figure. 24-9 shows

the source terms for various containment function failure scenarios of TQLTV. These results

provi 1 on controlling mechanisms for source terms of each FP species. For

example, the source terms of iodmie(l) and cesium(Cs) are not strongly dependent on core

damage sequences but depend strongly on the containment function failure scenarios. The

mitigating effects of accident management by containment venting through wetwell and the
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recovery of containment spray are quite effective.

The uncertainty analysis for the level 2 part of the PSA is in progress.

(2) Uncertainty Analysis for Consequence Assessment

In the offsite consequence assessment, the uncertainty analysis is being carried out to

quantify the uncertainties associated with the predictions by an accident consequence

assessment code, OSCAAR developed at JAERI. In the earlier study(15), the stochastic

uncertainties associated with the meteorological sampling scheme have been quantified. The

preliminary analysis has been also performed to address the uncertainties in the predicted

consequences caused by the uncertainties in the values of the input parameters in

OSCAAR(16). The software package PREP/SPOP(17,18) linked with OSCAAR was used to

allow for an automatic execution of all necessary steps in the uncertainty and sensitivity

analysis. Attention focused on the risk of early health effects in the study, among a number of

endpoints in the accident consequence assessment. The release considered, therefore, was a

relatively large early release due to steam explosion, which has been found to dominate the

predicted risk of early health effects.from all accident sequences considered in the Level 3

PSA for the model plant. A total of twenty-three uncertain input parameters were considered

describing the dispersion and deposition of radionuclides in the atmosphere, dose received to

the public, and resulting health effects. Figure 24-10 shows the resulted distribution of this

endpoint in the form of box plots. The box plot shows the 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th, and

95th percentile of the predicted values. The expectation value of the conditional probability of

early fatality sharply decreases with increasing the distance from the site. The uncertainty

factor defined by the ratio of the 95th to the 5th percentiles on that probability is relatively

small in the area close to the site. Although uncertainty increases with increasing the

distance from the site, the conditional probability of early fatality itself is very small for the

area far from the site

2.4.3 Research on Emergency Countermeasures

(1) Research on optimizing protective actions in an emergency*

In order to produce useful information on nuclear emergency planning, a computerized

system for optimizing protective actions in a nuclear emergency was developed(19). The

system identifies the most appropriate protective action on the basis of justification and

optimization among candidates for action such as sheltering in houses, sheltering in public

concrete building, and evacuation, for each administrative district around a nuclear site,

where data such as source terms, dose distribution, and population statistics are given as

.This work was carried out by JAERI under an entrustment from the Ministry of Education,

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan.
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input. The system consists of a program for simulating protective actions sheltering,

evacuation and iodine prophylaxis), programs for evaluating health effects and economic

consequences, a program for identifying optimized protective actions, and a database that

includes information on analysis conditions and output data of these programs.

In order to investigate the effectiveness of protective actions and to identify the important

factors to enhance the effects of the actions, a series of analyses for a model nuclear site were

performed with the program for simulating protective act'onS(2 In these analyses, we

focused our attention on 1) the relation between the location of facilities for the protective

action and exposure dose to the residents in a certain weather condition, 2 the influence of

the time when protective actions are itiated upon the exposure dose to the residents, 3 the

exposure dose to the residents in different weather conditions, 4 the effectiveness of iodine

prophylaxis, and 5) the influence of spontaneous evacuation vehicles upon the exposure dose

to the residents in planned evacuation. Regarding 1), two cases were designed for sheltering

in concrete building. In one case, A-facility was used for sheltering in a concrete building

(Case A), and in the other case, B-facility was used (Case B). Both A-facility and B-facility are

public concrete buildings almost equally away from the fission products (FP) release point.

Figure 24-11 shows a comparison of the rate of exposure dose to the projected dose between

Cases A and B, where the sheltering in concrete building is taken 2 hours before FP release

start. It is found that dose reduction in Case is much smaller tan that in Case A. The

reason is that FP concentration in air at B-facility located to the leeward of the FP release

point is higher than that at A-facility. The difference of FP concentration in air at the

facilities used for the same kind of the protective actions makes the difference in the

effectiveness to reduce exposure dose to the residents. Thus it is inferred that, in aother

weather condition where the wind direction is from the east-southeast, the exposure dose

under sheltering in B-facility may be lower than that at A-facility. Therefore, in order to

enhance the effectiveness of the protective actions, it is important to select appropriate

facilities where FP concentration in air is low in consideration of weather conditions. In

order to select appropriate facilities at the stage before FP release starts, it is necessary to

predict dose distribution promptly based on the source terms and weather conditions

predicted. At the stage after FP release starts, it is necessary to promptly measure ambient

radiation levels and collect the measured data to grasp dose rate distribution.

In addition to the analyses described above, an extensive analysis with the system for

optimizing protective actions was performed for the model nuclear site, and the optimized

protective action according to source terms, meteorological conditions and so on was

identified.

(2) Study on emergency planning zoneS(21,22)

It is recognized that good preparedness in advance of an emergency can substantially
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improve the emergency response to a nuclear accident. Probabilistic accident consequence

assessment models are being applied for providing a technical basis for discussing the

effective emergency planning including intervention levels and emergency planning zones for

appropriate protective actions such as sheltering, evacuation, stable iodine prophylaxis and

relocation.

The International Atomic Energy Agency recently proposed two off-site emergency planning

zones for which arrangements shall be made for taking urgent protective action. In this

assessment the precautionary action zone (PAZ) for reducing the risk of severe deterministic

health effects is determined on the basis that the likelihood of exposure exceeding the

threshold for deterministic health effects is extremely low outside this area. The urgent

protective action zone (UPZ) for averting doses is determined on the basis that the net benefit

of introducing a protective action is not justified outside this area. Calculations of the off-site

consequence have been made of postulated core damage accidents with source terms derived

from a generic level 2 PSA of the model plant conducted by JAERL

The results obtained indicate that for a very limited set of conditions such as early

containment failure scenario due to steam explosion, prompt protective actions should be

taken to avoid severe deterministic health effects before or shortly after a release of

radioactive material occurs within a radius of a few kilometers from the plant. For most

accidents such as containment overpressure failure, on the other hand, a postulated release

would be delayed by several hours. In these accident scenarios, prompt protective actions are

dable to avoid the deterministic health effects before the start of a major release.

Therefore, the emergency planning for urgent protective actions can be most effective within

a radius of approximately 10 km to reduce the stochastic health effects on the basis of

cost-benefit considerations.

2.4.4 Research on Management of Seismic Risk

The research program on management of seismic risk aims at developing methodologies

for effective application of seismic probabilistic safety assessment (seismic PSA) to assistance

in seismic design and safety enhancement of nuclear power plants (NPPs). As part of this

research program, a study on seismic PSA of NPPs sited on the ground of the quaternary

deposits (QDs) was performed.

The ground of QDs means the soil strata formed from 17-1.8 million years ago up to the

present corresponding to the geological time after the Tertiary period. QDs are distinguished

by two categories according to geological time. One is called as Dluvium with relatively hard

sol'I formed before 20-10 thousand years ago, and the other is called Alluvium with soft soil

formed from after the Dluvial epoch. The abbreviation of QDs used here designates Dluvium.

At .present in Japan, all NPPs have been sited on the bedrock formed in Tertiary or earlier era.

In future, from the point of view of expanding the available range of siting, it is expected that
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NPPs may be constructed on the ground of QDs.

However, this siting condition has not been examined yet from the aspects of the safety

evaluation using seismic PSA. The objectives of this study were to formulate the procedure for

probabilistic seismic stability assessment of the ground of QDs for use in seismic PSA and to

examine the usefulness of the procedure and clarify the technical issues that have to be

examined in the application of this procedure to an NPR

This study was performed in two steps. In the first step, a procedure of probabilistic

seismic stability assessment for the ground of QDs was formulated and applied to a model QD

site. In the second step, a trial seismic PSA was made for a MM plant hypothetically located

on the model QD site. The results were compared with that of a seismic PSA(23) for a plant of

the same design located on the Tertiary ground in order to gain insights on the effect of the

differences in ground characteristics on the safety of the plant indicated by core damage

frequency(CDF). In the first step, it was recognized that the seismic stability evaluation for

the ground of QDs should address several types of failure mode of the ground, namely, sliding

on the bottom surface, rotational slip, cyclic mobility, residual settlement and bearing capacity.

Procedures of probabilistic stability evaluation were formulated for those failure modes using

safety factor (SF) based on mainly the outcome of a study by the Japan Society of Civil

Engineers. Te results of the first step was reported in Ref.(24).

In the second step, conducted in FY 2001 and 2002 a 1, 10OMWe BVVR plant was assumed

to be located on the hypothetical ground of QDs of Diluvial Epoch. The ground is a uniformly

layered QDs with 415-715m/s in shear velocity. Although special plant designs for QD site

are being developed in Japan, this study assumed that the plant has the same design as that

of the plant analyzed in the seismic PSA at JAERI(23) in order to facilitate a simpler

examination of the site effect on CDF. The ground response was modeled by a 2D-FEM model.

Failure probability curves of each failure mode of the ground were obtained from the seismic

stability analysis. Then influences due to each failure mode to superstructure causing

damage were examined from the viewpoint of the effect of strain in the building structure and

deformation at the building boundary. In this trial analysis, cyclic mobility was identified as

a dominant failure mode of the ground for this model site, and, among the material property

data, variability of liquefaction strength was identified to be the largest contributor to the

uncertainty of failure probability induced by cyclic mobility. However, for this particular case,

the failure of the ground was predicted not to cause increase in CDF but it was reduced for the

QD site because of damping effect.

This study demonstrated the usefulness of seismic PSA including the proposed procedure

of probabilistic stability evaluation for the ground of QDs. The technical issues for further

study were also identified. Such technical issues include the quantification of damage

criteria for liquefaction and cyclic mobility and their uncertainties.
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Table 24-1 Experimental conditions and important results of VEGA tests

Fractional release(%)
Test Fuel Conditions (Half-life) Purposes
No. 137cS 12sSb 1311 132 Te 14'Ba 1G6Ru 13Ru 14OLa

.(30vr) (3vr) (3d) (1 3d) (1 vr) 1(39d) (2d)
1 2,773K, 0 I M Pa, 86 89 5 - Reference

He(Inert)

2 1.0MPa, Others-, 61 68 0 - Pressure effect
- PWR Same as VEGA-1

3 47GWdftU 3,123K, AMPa, He 100 95 0 - High temp.

2,773K, AMPa, 93 53 - Effect of steam
Steam

NSRR Re-irradiation' 84 67 - - 7 0 0 Short-life FP
He, 2,900K, .0MPa Pressure Effect

ml ATR/MOX 3,123K, .IMPa, He 98 97 - - - 0 - - Release from
43GWdttHM MOX fuel

6 BWR JRR-3 Re-irradiation Short-life FP93 97 981 T9 3 .56GWdItU Steam, 2,773K, 0.1 M�aj

Hot Cell

Cascade
impactor

mace y detect r

I 001-Induc Lead shield
detecto 'r detec or

Fuel specimen Filters

ator Helium

hor�denser(273K) Cooled activated
QAag�� �Jtr carbon(210K)

Fig. 24-1 Schematic diagram of VEGA facility
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Fig. 24-5 Simulations of FARO-L24 and L31 experiments with JASMINE-pre code. (a)

Melt and void distributions obtained by the analyzes, (b) Comparison of pressure history

between experimental and analytical results.
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2.5 alysis and Evaluation of Operating Experience

This section describes the three research activities in last two years: (1) review and

compilation of incident reports, 2 metallurgical analysis on pipe rupture at Hamaoka

Unit I in 200 1, and 3) ntegrity evaluation of BV;R core shroud.

In the first activity, nuclear incidents that occurred at foreign facilities were

systematically reviewed and compiled to identify generic safety issues and characterize these

incidents.

The second activity was carried out to assist the regulatory body, the Nuclear and

Industrial Safety Agency (NISA), in investigating the cause of pipe rupture. The result from

the analysis showed that the pipe rupture was caused by the energetic phenomena such as

hydrogen combustion in the piping and also, confirmed the existence of platinum.

In the third activity, the integrity of the core shrouds of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa unit 3

and Fukushima Dalichi Unit 4 was evaluated based on SCC growth prediction and allowable

crack size evaluation under the S2 seismic load at the request of the Nuclear Safety

Commission (NS0 of Japan. It was shown that the integrity of core shroud would be

retained after five years operation.

2.5.1 Review and compilation of incident reports

The primary sources of operating experience data for the analysis and evaluation of

'dents are (a) the reports to the Incident Reporting System (IRS), (b) the reports to the

International Nuclear Event Scale (INES), both of which have been ointly operated by the

Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development/Nuclear Energy Agency

(OECD/NEA), and the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's generic communications

such as Information Notices. The IRS provides the regulatory bodies (and their related

organizations) in the member states with the information on only the incidents at nuclear

power plants, while the INES provides the information for public communication on events

at all types of nuclear facilities.

About 120 incidents reported to the IRS in 2001 and 2002 were reviewed and compiled.

Those included incidents involving potential common cause failures in ECCS, reactor vessel

head degradation, reactor cooling system piping leakage due to thermal fatigue, and

recurring events such as loss of cooling during reactor shutdown. Concerning the Hamaoka

Unit-1 Incident involving the residual heat removal system pipe rupture in 2001, the IRS

reports describing hydrogen combustion in piping were identified, summarized in Japanese,

and provided to the regulatory bodies, NISA and NSC, to support the event cause analysis.

As well, the reports from the INES have been translated into Japanese, disseminated to

the relevant organizations such as NSC, and opened to the public through the Internet. In

these two years, approximately 70 INES reports we received from January 1, 2001 to April

30, 2003 were reviewed and translated. During this period, four events rated as level 3
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were reported. Those are the reactor vessel head degradation at a U. S. PVTR, the fuel

assembly damage at a Hungarian PWIZ, high radiation level detection during transportation

and radiation injury to radiographer. Also, the trends and characteristics were examined n

approximately 500 events reported to INESW.

2.5.2 Examination of the Ruptured Pipe at the Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station

At the Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station Unit I of the Chubu Electric Power Company

(Boiling Water Reactor, 54OMW), the pipe rupture took place at residual heat removal system

on November 7 2001. The residual heat removal system has a function to remove decay heat

induced at reactor core after shutdown of reactor. In order to investigate root cause of the

pipe rupture, a task force was established within the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

(NISA) and initiated a detailed investigation of the ruptured pipe. The Japan Atomic Energy

Research Institute (JAERI) was asked from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,

Science and Technology (MEXT) in response to the request from NISA to cooperate as an

independent neutral organization with NISA and perform an examination of the ruptured

pipe independently from Chubu Electric Power Company. JAERI accepted the request and

cooperated completely.(2-4)

(1) Outline of the accident

The rupture of pipe at Hamaoka Nuclear Power Station Unit- I occurred during the

periodical startup test for core cooling system. The followings were confirmed from the

results of examination at Hamaoka Station. An elbow of upper course side of steam inlet

valve to heat exchanger, which was located on line of series among two residual heat

removal systems, was ruptured and broken pieces were littered in the neighborhood. The

pipe of upper course side of the ruptured point destroyed U plate to support itself and shifted

to about 2 in from location of the elbow before the rupture. The pipe of lower course side of

the ruptured point was not confirmed remarkable deformation except the ruptured region.

The U plate was destroyed at two points of upper course side of the ruptured point. Cracks at

welding portion and deformation were found at structures to support the U plate.

(2) Examination Method

In order to inquire root cause, samples for the examination were collected from the

sheared pipe. Samples in a state of good preservation were selected with visual inspection.

Sampling portions are shown in Fig. 2.5- 1. Standard for the sampling is as follows;

portions with macro deformation and ductile fracture mode: ), (�), S, V, (, (, (, 0

portions without macro deformation and with different fracture mode from the above 0, G

-portions with welding and bevel: (L), 8

- portions with directional changing on the fracture surface Q Q 35), S, S, (3, (9, 8
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- suitable portion, without deformation, for metallographic observation and hardness test on

the cross section 

JAERI and Chubu Electric Power Company collected 14 samples and 12samlpes

respectively. Using these samples, visual inspection, thickness measurement, fractographic

observation, metallographic observation, hardness test and chemical analyses for sample

surface and adhesive were conducted.

(3) Examination Results and Summary

The following findings and conclusion were made as the result of the present

examination.

1) Wall thickness of the pipe was significantly reduced in the ruptured region.

2) Dimple pattern resulting from ductile fracture by shearing was observed in the fracture

surface of nearly all of the pieces and no indication of fatigue crack growth was found

(see Fig. 25-2).

3) Microstructure showed a typical carbon steel structure, namely ferrite and pearlite, and

elongated microstructure was observed in the ruptured region (see Fig. 25-3).

4) Hardness value was higher in the region where reduction of wall thickness was larger.

5) Chemical analyses of substances adhered to the surface of the pieces revealed that

substances were of calcium silicate, which was used for thermal insulation of the pipe,

and presence of zinc and platinum was confirmed (see Fig. 25-4).

Results of the present examination showed that the pipe rupture was caused by an

extraordinary large increase of pressure in the pipe.

2.5.3 Integrity Evaluation of BVVR Core Shroud(5)

Since 2002 a number of stress corrosion crackings (SCO have been reported at the core

shroud of BVVRs based on the inspection directed by the Nuclear and Industrial Safety

Agency. In order to support the Nuclear Safety Commission in reviewing the integrity

evaluation reports submitted by the licensees, JAERI conducted the integrity evaluation of

cracked core shrouds of Kashiwazaki-kariwa Nuclear Power Station Unit-3 and Fukushima

Daiichi Unit-4 of the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO).

The cracks investigated in this study were those observed on the regions of lower ring

and support ring of the core shroud at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station

Unit-3, and that on the middle shell region of the core shroud at the Fukushima Dalichi

Nuclear Power Station Unit-4

Integrity evaluation was conducted based on predicting the SCC growth using SCC

growth rate data and allowable crack size evaluation under design seismic force using the

JSME (Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers) Fitness for Service Code for Nuclear Power

Plant(6).
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It was confirmed through data collection and analysis of past SCC growth rate

experiments applicable to the material and environmental condition of the ring regions that

the SCC growth rate prescribed in the JSME Fitness for Service Code was conservative.

Crack growth analyses were performed assuming appropriate crack geometries and

applying appropriate stress intensity factor equations. As the results, the calculated amounts

of crack growths were equal or smaller than those in the report by TEPCO for both the ring

and middle shell regions and therefore, it was confirmed that the results by TEPCO were

conservative. Figure 25-5 shows the procedure for evaluating the integrity of core shroud

w'th cracks on lower ring (116a weld) and support ring Ma weld).

When a crack exists on the core shroud, the reduction in rigidity may affect the dynamic

seismic response. A FEM analysis was performed to examine the effect of cracks on the

idty reduction. Figure 25-6 shows the FEM analysis model for rgidity evaluation of

cracked core shroud. As a result of the FEM analysis, it was confirmed that the rigidity

reduction was small enough not to affect the dynamic seismic response for both the ring and

middle shell regions.

To evaluate the integrity of the core shroud, the required minimum residual

cross-sectional area and allowable maximum crack length were calculated based on the

design stress during operation and design seismic force. Table shows the comparison

between the residual sectional area after 4 effective full power years (EFPYs) and the

required minimum residual area for the lower ring region(H6a) and support ring region(H7a)

of the core shroud of Kashlwazaki-kariwa Unit-3. Through the comparison between the

results from crack growth analysis and requires areas, it was confirmed that the integrity of

the core shrouds would be maintained even four EFPYs later.

The Integrity Evaluation of BV`R Core Shroud conducted by JAERI resulted in

enhancing the conservatism of licensee's integrity evaluation and provided useful

information to the Nuclear Safety Commission in reviewing the licensee's report.
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Table Comparison of sectional area after four EFPYs and required area in

lower ring(H6a welded joint region) and support ring (117a welded joint region)

Lower ring (H6a) Support ring (117a)

Predicted sectional 4.8 X 105 mm2 7.8 X 104 mm2
area after five years*

Required sectional 9.5 X 104 MM2 1.6 X 105 MM2

area

OperatingRatio8Olsassumed(=4EFPYs)

F7

...........

Valve

...... Welding portions (S1, F7)

Fig. 25-1 Sampling portions for the examination.
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Fig. 25-2 Typical example of fractographic observation (sample6).
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Fig. 25-3 Typical example of metallographic observation sample
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[Evaluation of required sectional area]

Modeling of crack geometry and applied load

Evaluation of applied Evaluation of allowable
stress intensity stress intensity

a 1-2

"f"o&E)O fai, �gr oalculation of required sectinal area

Integrity Residual area> Required area

Fig. 25-5 Procedure for evaluating the integrity of core shroud with SCCs in lower ring

(H6a welded joint region) and support ring (H7a welded joint region)

I- --- ---- -------

Middle shell

Core support plate(Rigid)
Support plate
(Rigid rt) ------

ell

-- --------------- ..............
Symmetric model

Shroud support leg

Fig. 25-6 FEM analysis model of core shroud with 360' part-through crack in lower

ring and support ring support ring
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3. SAFETY RESEARCH ON NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES

Safety research on nuclear fuel cycle facilities is being conducted mai ly accord'in ing

to the "Annual Plan for Safety Research for Nuclear Facilities (2001-2005FY)" settled by

the Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan.

At present, in business field, Rokkasho Reprocessing Plant is under test operation

to start its commercial operation in 2005, and MOX Fuel Fabrication Plant and Recycle

Fuel Interim Storage Facility are also planned to construct. In research and

development field advanced fuel cycle technologies are being pursued in national and
' d research 'nst'

civi I itutes.

Considering this present situation, safety research on nuclear fuel cycle facilities

must involve the studies to serve the arrangement of safety regulatory structure, to

evaluation of and safety securing measures against the events anticipated to occur

during commercial plants operation, and also must involve the studies to strengthen the

basis of safety from the standpoint of long period of time. It is also required to enhance

the safety of newly developed technologies and to make sure the safety of R and D

facilities.

Safety researches on nuclear fuel cycle facilities in JAERI are mainly for

reprocessing plant, MOX fuel fabrication plant, recycle fuel interim storage facility and

various types of transport cask, focusing on rticality safety, criticality accident

evaluation, confinement evaluation at fire and explosion accident, confinement

evaluation of reprocessing process, hypothetic accident analysis of casks. And study on

application of PSA to nuclear fuel cycle facilities is also performed.

In more specific, following studies are performed.

1) Criticalitv safety study of reprocessing plant: Acquisition of criticality experiment

data and validation of criticality safetv evaluation codes for homogeneous units,

heterogeneous units, single units and mutual interfering units of solution fuel to

apply to reprocessing process equipments such as dissolver, extraction contactor and

vessels. Revision of criticality safetv handbook for vast utilization of criticality data

by international collaboration. Development of sub-criticality measurement

technology.

2) Criticality accident evaluation of reprocessing plant: Grasp of characteristics of

iticality accident through transient criticality experiments assuming solution fuel
iticality accident in reprocessing process eq i ion

cr uipments. Measurement of radiati

dose distribution and radioactive materials release from fuel solution at criticality
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acc'dent and development of evaluation codes.

3) Criticalitv safety study on MOX fuel fabrication plant: Evaluation of criticality

safety and criticality accident of blending process, in which process failures causing

criticality are anticipated.

4) Rational evaluation of criticality safety of recycle fuel interim storage facility and

transport cask: Arrangement of rational evaluation method of criticality safety

taking consideration of fuel burn up adequately.

5) Safety analysis for transport casks during hypothetic accidents: Hypothetic

accident analysis of U02 powder cylinders and UF6 transport cask based on the

survey of actual incidents/accidents.

6) Safety study on reprocessing process: Safety evaluation study on process

confinement by grasping the nuclide behavior and developing the behavior control

technique. Safety study in accordance with advanced reprocessing technology

development for high burn up fuel and MOX fuel reprocessing.

7) Development of materials for reprocessing equipments: Development of highly

corrosion resistant materials and corrosion monitoring systems for reprocessing

equipments

8) Application study of PSA for nuclear fuel cycle facilities: PSA application study on

JCO facility and MOX fuel fabrication facility.

The details and resent output of these studies are described in following chapters.
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3.1 Criticality Safety Research for Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facility

In nuclear fuel cycle facilities such as a reprocessing plant and a MOX fuel fabrication

facility where a large amount of fuels are handled, criticality safety designs of equipments

besides stringent management or monitoring of nuclear fuels are conducted so as not to lead

to a criticality accident even in case of technically credible anomalies. Research on design of

equipments, management and monitoring of nuclear fuels for prevention of criticality is

referred to as criticality safetv research. At Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, static

criticality experiments are performed to measure criticality data, and research on evaluation

methods for criticality safety analyses as well as criticality monitoring methods are done as

activi ie't' s of criticality safetv research. Furthermore, properties of criticality accidents are

investigated by performing transient criticality experiments that simulates a criticality

accident.

3.1.1 ExperimentalResearchonCriticahtySafety

As experimental research on criticality safety, criticality and subcritical experiments are

performed in single and multiple ut systems at STACY (Static Experiment Critical

Facility) and TCA (Tank-type Critical Assembly). The data measured in these experiments

are expected to be available for validation of criticality safety analysis methods and

development of criticality monitoring systems in nuclear fuel cycle facilities.

(1) Criticality Data of Single Units

The criticality data of STACY experiments are evaluated under the International

Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) of OECD/NEA as international

cooperation, and they are annually reported in the international handbook of criticality

experiment data.

As the evaluation of the criticality benchmark data, sensitivity analysis for the

measurement error were performed for the STACY experiment, which were acquired in 1997

for the 28-cm-thick slab core of 10 wt% enriched uranyl-nitrate-solution reflected with

borated concrete by changing boron concentration parametrically. (1)

The uncertainty of the measured values, such as the composition and the dimension

which are concerned with the fuel solution (i.e. an enrichment, uranium concentration, etc.),

the core tank configuration and the reflector conditions, were evaluated in detail. And the

effects of the measurement errors on effective neutron multiplication (keff) were evaluated by

using the SRAC-TWOTRAN neutron transportation calculation code.

The calculated effects on kff's of the material and the geometrical uncertainties are

shown in Fig. 3 1- 1. The main factors to the effects on keff's are found to be the solution fuel

conditions and the tank dimension in that order, while the effect of the boron concentration

was small. As result, the total effect on keff's was evaluated to be within 0. 1 A keff.
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(2) Criticality Data of Multiple Units'

A series of critical experiments devoted to the reactivity effect evaluation of structural

materials such as polyethylene have been performed with the Static Experiment Critical

Facility (STACY) at NUCEF. Employing two slab core tanks, a 10% enriched uranyl nitrate

solution was used in the experiments. The core tanks and polyethylene structures were

installed so that an asymmetric system and a half reflected system were configured as shown

in Figs. 31-2 and 31-3. The figures also show the measured critical solution level

depending on the air gap or the core distance.

The reactivity effect of a system with no structural material was also studied comparing

the experimental result with the computational simulations of the continuous energy

Monte-Carlo code and the solid angle method. Figure 31-4 shows that the computational

simulation considering a neutron reflection by employing the detail modeling of geometry

reproduces well the experimental result. The figure also indicates that the solid angle

method overestimates the reactivity effect which gives a conservative isolation dstance.(2)

To provide reliable criticality safety benchmark data for use of fixed neutron absorber in a

reprocessing plant or in a fuel assembly storage facility, criticality experiments were

performed using borated stainless steel plates at Tank-I�'pe Critical Assembly (TCA) of the

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute in 1991.(3) The objectives of the critical experiments

were to measure the reactivity effects of the borated stainless steel plates that were located

near the fuel-rod array or between fuel-rod arrays. The benchmark evaluations of the

criticality data were performed as one of the international cooperation activities under the

International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) of OECD/NEA.

There were three main types of core configurations the experiments: 1) one fuel-rod

array with borated stainless steel, 2 two fuel-rod arrays separated by two parallel borated

stainless steel plates, 3 four fuel-rod arrays separated by cruciform borated stainless steel

plates. The plate thickness 3 mm, 6 mm, 9 mm and 12 mm), the boron content (O wt.%, 067

wt.%, 098 wt.%), and the distance between the fuel-rod array and the borated steel were

parametrically changed, and the critical light-water levels were measured. the critical

experimental data of the configuration 1) were chosen for the benchmark evaluation. The

evaluated benchmark data were published in the ICSBEP Handbook.(4) The configuration 2)

(see Fig. 31-5) were also evaluated and is to be published in the ICSBEP Handbook. The

iticality data in the Handbook are available for precise validation of criticality-safety

design methods for fissile material with borated stainless steels.

(3) Criticality Data of Heterogeneous System Simulating Dissolver

A series of criticality experiments in STACY were performed for the purpose of

obtaining the benchmark data wch are concerned to the dissolver of the reprocessing

This work was carried out by JAERI under an entrustment from the Mnistry of Education,

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan.
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facility for VVR spent fuel.(5) The critical masses were measured, having constituted the

STACY core tank in which the uranium fuel rods were arrayed in the uranyl-nitrate-solution,

and by changing uranium concentrations of the solution as the parameter. Moreover, the

uncertainties of the experimental conditions which had effects on the measured value of a

critical mass were also evaluated.

The basic heterogeneous core was constituted the STACY core tank with 59 cm

inner diameter and 03 cm tank thickness, by arranging the assembly of wt% enrichment

U02 fuel rods in the 6 wt% enrichment uranyl-nitrate-solution. The core consisted of two

radial regions. The assembly of the 221 U02 fuel rods with rectangular array array filled by

the uranyl-nitrate-solution was arranged in the center of the core tank, and the

uranyl-nitrate-solution region surrounded the assembly. The fuel rod had the same

dimension as that of PVVR: the outer diameter of the clad made of zircaloy-4 and the

diameter of the uranium dioxide pellet were 95 mm and 82 mm, respectively. The volume

ratio of the solution and the pellet in the unit cell was 70 and the lattice pitch was 21 cm.

The uranium concentrations of the uranyl-nitrate-solution was adjusted to 362-51g/L, and

the critical solution heights of 41-66cm were measured for both the unreflected and the

water-reflected condition. The result of the measurement is shown in Fig. 31-6. The accuracy

of the measurement was ± 0.2inin.

The parameters relating to the uncertainty of measurements are the dimension of the

core tank and the fuel rod, the uranium enrichment, the uranium concentration of the

uranyl-nitrate-solution, the free nitric-acid concentration, temperature, etc. The sensitivity

analysis of effective neutron multiplication-factor (keff) to the uncertainty of measurement

were performed using two-dimensional transport calculation code TWODANT based on the

nuclear data library JENDL3.3. The main factors to the total uncertainty on keff were found

to be the acidity of fuel solution, the pellet outer diameter and the uranium enrichment of

the fuel in that order, and the total uncertainty for all the parameters was evaluated to be

0 I %Akeff.

The benchmark calculations of kff's for both detailed- and benchmark-model were carried

out using MCNP4C with JENDL-3.3. The former model included the structures, the devices

around the core tank, while they are not considered in the latter model. Figure 31-7 shows

the calculated keff's vs. uranium concentration. The keff's for the detailed model were showed

to be very close to uty within .IAkff, and the benchmark model of water-reflected

condition showed also the same result. As to the benchmark model for unreflected condition,

the values were less than those of the detailed model by 0.1-0.3%Akeff due to omitting the

devices around the core tank.

(4) Development of Suberiticality Measurement Techniques

Monitoring of the kinetic parameter a. which is a decay time constant of the prompt

neutron, generally, does not provide information of suberiticality directly. The a, however,

could be an alternative index of subcriticality if neutronic characteristics of the monitored
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system varies n a limited range, e.g. within a range of thermal uranium system, and if a

maximum a value at a critical condition is known. Thus the real time a value measurement

could be an option of suberiticality monitoring system to prevent a critical accident.

A data acquisition system which records a series of datum indicating a time of each

neutron count has been developed on a personal computer, where a real time analysis

function with the Feynman-oc method is also integrated. The difference filter is implemented

to enable the analysis without divergence of the mean/variance ratio under a critical

condition or a very shallow subcritical condition where a neutron flux variation is large.

Figure 31-8 shows the results of an value measurement at a critical condition with the lst

order of difference filter.(6)

For development of suberiticality determination techniques and validation of criticality

safety analyses methods in a spent fuel storage facility with a large suberiticality, several

subcriticality measurement techniques, such as exponential experiment method, pulsed

neutron method, and reactor noise method, were applied to a subcritical system of Tank-Type

Critical Assembly (TCA) that simulated a spent fuel storage facility with 2.6wt.% enriched

U02 fuel rods arrayed. Through the experiments, it was demonstrated that the exponential

experiment method is one of viable techniques of subcriticality measurement in a spent fuel

storage facility. Because of higher-order mode neutron flux, however, the locations of neutron

detectors and/or a neutron source affect the measured results of the decay constants in the

exponential experiment. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the effect of higher-order mode

flux in order to put the exponential experiment into practical use. Then, an analysis

method for obtaining higher-order egenvalues and egenfunctions of the neutron diffusion

equation of which the eigenvalues are the decay constants in the exponential experiment was

developed, and was applied to the exponential experiment performed at TCA.M Figure 31-9

shows the measured and higher-order mode analysis results of thermal neutron in the

vertical direction which the fuel rod array were 11 by 11, and the neutron detector and the

neutron source were placed at the corner of the array and the core center, respectively. As

shown in Figure 31-9, the measured flux distribution largely deviated from the fundamental

mode near the neutron source due to the effect of the higher-order mode flux. Furthermore,

by increasing the number of higher-order modes, the measured flux distribution was well

reproduced. Using the method developed here, an optimum arrangement of neutron detectors

and a neutron source has been made possible in addition to evaluate the effect of the

higher-order mode flux.

3.1.2 Research on Criticality Safety Evaluation of Spent Fuel

(1) Criticality Safety Evaluation Guide Introducing Burnup Credit

In order to make rational criticality safety evaluation for spent fuel storage facility, nuclide

isotopic composition data of burned fuel, methods to use burnup calculation codes, evaluation

procedure for isotopic composition and simplified evaluation methods such as EUB

(Equivalent Uniform Burnup) or EIE (Equivalent Initial Enrichment) have been developed to
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publish a preliminary version of criticality safety evaluation guide introducing burnup

credit.(8) Figure 31-10 shows relation between equivalent uniform burnup and averaged

burnup given for a spent fuel assembly with assumption of actinide only and actinide plus

fission products for criticality safety for Oy, 30y cooling time. This equivalent uniform burnup

is used for criticality safety analysis by assuming uniform axial burnup distribution with

nuclide isotopic composition directly calculated burnup code such as ORIGEN2, to obtain the

same results as calculated by assuming detailed axial burnup distribution with nuclide

composition corrected for bias error of burnup code.

Furthermore, the prelirinary version includes evaluated data concerning effect of fission

products and cooling time on system criticality, benchmark data for criticality codes applying

to spent fuel systems and several issues to be solved for implementation of burnup credit to

real spent fuel storage facilities. These are OECD/NEA Burnup Credit benchmark data,

criticality experiment data consisting of 48 MOX fuel rod array systems and 48 mixed

uranium and plutonium nitrate solution systems.

(2) Criticality safety evaluation of spent fuel

A precise prediction of isotopic abundance is crucial in evaluating criticality safety of

spent fuel. Phase IIIB Benchmarks(9) were conducted by the Expert Group on Burnup

Credit Criticalitv Safety under the auspices of the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) of the

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The Benchmark was

intended to compare the predictability of current computer code and data library

combinations for the atomic number densities of irradiated " fuel assemblies for storage

and transport. The fuel assembly of Phase IIIB Benchmarks was irradiated under specific

power of 25.6 MW/tHM up to 40 GWd/tHM and cooled for five years. The void fraction was

assumed to be uniform throughout the channel box and constant, at 0, 40 and 70%, during

burnup. In total, 16 results were submitted from 13 institutes of 7 countries. The

calculated atomic number densities of 12 actinides and 20 fission product nuclides were

found to be for the most part within a range of ± 10% relative to the average, although some

results, esp. 155Eu and gadolinium isotopes, exceeded the band, which will require further

investigation. Pin-wise burnup results agreed well among the participants. The results in

the infinite neutron multiplication factor k- also accorded well with each other for void

fractions of and 40%; however some results deviated from the averaged value noticeably for

the void fraction of 70%. JAERI contributed the benchmark activity as the coordinator and

confirmed the predictability of SWAT and MKENO-BURN2 codes, which were developed by

JAERL

As burnup proceeds, reactivity decreases. This feature depends on the axial position

of fuel, which was depicted well in terms of a newly introduced burnup importance

function.(10) The explicit expression of this function was derived by considering a cange in

ity w h respect a slight variation in fel burnup. The burnup importance function

was applied to the Phase IIA benchmark model(H) that was adopted by the OECD/NEA
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Expert Group on Burnup Credit Criticality Safety. The function clearly dsplayed that

burnup importance of the end regions increased (a) as burnup (Fig. 31-11), W as cooling

time (Fig. 31-12), W in consideration of burnup profile, and (d) in consideration of fission

products. The burnup importance mght be related with the discussions of axial position for

detection, which should be a future problem of research on criticality safety in taking burnup

credit.

3.1.3 Research on Criticality Safety in MOX Fuel Fabrication Process

(1) Criticality Safety Evaluation MOX Fuel Fabrication Process

The construction of a MOX fuel fabrication facility is being planed in Japan, and

besides the reprocessing plant in Rokkasbo-mura, the facility is expected to play an

important role in nuclear fuel cycle in Japan, which w utilize reprocessed plutonium

effectively.

In a MOX fuel fabrication facility which produces fuel assemblies available for nuclear

reactors from reprocessed uranium-plutonium mixed oxide powder, the adoption of dry

process throughout overall processes are preferable from point of view of criticality safety. As

long as a strict control of neutron moderation and plutonium content is carried out, the

occurrence of a criticality accident in the equipment can never be postulated on a technical

perspective. However, should we postulate the occurrence of a criticality accident, we have to

specify the equipment where the accident may occur and the conditions that the accident is

initiated. If we find equipment where the possibility of a criticality accident cannot be

excluded, then we have to discuss the shutdown mechanism and to estimate the fission yield

as a scale of the accident.

A homogenization blender that handles the maximum amount of MOX fuel powder in a

final conditioning process is selected as model equipment where a criticality accident is

postulated, and the lkelihood of criticality accident is dscussed.(12 A model homogenization

blender is shown in Fig. 31-13. For a safety assessment, the volume of the model blender is

assumed to be 1000 liter, which is much larger than a realistic homogenization blender.

Criticality calculations were carried out for the model homogenization blender. The

specifications of MOX powder are assumed as follows:

Powder density: 2.5 g/CM3,

Pu isotopic vector (wt%): Pu-239/Pu-240/Pu-241=71/17/12,

Pu content (wt%): 50, 40, 30, 18,

Uranium enrichment (wt%): 0.71,

MOX weight: parameter,

Additive weight: parameter.

In a MOX powder conditioning process, zinc stearate ([CH3(CH2)16CO012Zn) is mixed as

additive with MOX powder. This additive contains hydrogen and carbon that act as neutron

moderator. Thus, the amount of the additive loaded in the blender is controlled in the process.

The failure of the moderation control may cause a criticality accident in the mixture of MOX
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powder and additive. A continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP 4B and a point wise cross

section library JENDL-3.2 were used for the calculations. Figure 3-14 shows the calculated

kff's as a function of additive content for 320 kg MOX powder.

The maximum additive content for 320 kg MOX powder is approximately 48 in the

1000 liter homogenization blender. As shown in Fig. 31-14, 320 kg MOX powder does not

reach criticality even if the plutonium content is 50 wt%. Figure 31-15 shows the calculated

keff's as a function of additive content for 640 kg MOX powder. In this case, MOX powder with

plutonium content 50wt% reaches riticality when the void space of the powder is occupied

by additive. In a normal operation the plutonium content in this homogenization blender is

less than 18 wt% and the additive content is as much as 17% and the nominal weight of

MOX powder is approximately 300 kg. Therefore, any single failure out of several controlled

factors such as MOX weight, moderation, and plutonium content does not cause a criticality

'dent. S'nce multiple failures at the same time have to occur to initiate a criticality

'dent, which can hardly be postulated technically, it is concluded that riticality accidents

in a MOX fuel fabrication process hardly occur.

(2) Criticality Accident Evaluation in MOX Fuel Fabrication Process

Although a criticality accident is very unlikely in a MOX fuel fabrication process, the

licensing procedure for a MOX fuel fabrication facility requests applicants to evaluate the

influence of a hypothetical criticality accident for assuring safety of the facility. Some

negative reactivity feedbacks are expected to be shutdown mechanisms of a criticality
'dent n a MOX powder. Although negati e temperature reactivity coefficient one of the

acci I IV

dominant feedbacks, the most certain and conservative shutdown mechanism is the loss of

the neutron moderator. Zinc stearate melts around 120 C and dissociates around 400 'C.

Thus, the maximum fission energy released in a criticality accident is the one that is

necessary to heat the mixture of MOX powder and zinc stearate up to 400 'C. Maximum

total fission yield as a function of blender capacity is shown in Fig. 31-16. In this shutdown

mechanism, the total fission yields depends on the blender capacity and MOX weight loaded

in the blender that are postulated for safety assessment.

3.1.4 Research on Criticality Accident

Since the first criticality was achieved in 1995, more than 200 operations of TRACY have

been performed, in order to obtain the basic data such as power profile and the number of

fission were measured for 10% enriched uranyl nitrate solution under various experimental

conditions. The obtained data is expected to be the basis of the planning of a fuel

reprocessing process, determination of the action in an emergency situation and the

estimation of the fission yield released at a criticality accident.

This section presents the results of TRACY experiments for the observation of the power,

dose measurement and source term evaluation, and the simulation test of JCO criticality

acei'dent.
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(1) Thermo-Nuclear Properties in Criticality Accident of Solution Fuel

In the TRACY experiment simulating a criticality accident, the power is estimated by the

measurement of the neutrons leaked from the core tank. Since the energy of leaked neutron

is in very w'de range, about 10 decades, the flying time from the core to the detector also in

wide rage. In order to investigate the effect of the flying time, two types of neutron detectors

were used. One is a normal fission chamber which is sensitive to thermal neutrons and the

other is an epi-thermal neutron detector which is consist of a small fission chamber covered

by polyethylene blocks, Cd film and Pb blocks so that it is sensitive to epi-thermal neutrons.

A typical result of the measurement by those detectors is shown in Fig. 31-17. It is

shown that the power change detected by the thermal neutron detector shows some delay to

the power by the epi-thermal neutron. The distance between the detectors and the TRACY

core is about 9m, and it takes about 4 msec for the thermal neutrons leaked from the core

surface to reach the detectors. Epi-thermal neutrons fly much faster than thermal neutrons,

more than 10 times, and the time for the flight of epi-thermal neutrons is negligibly smaller

than the order of the time for the change of the power. Therefore the measurement of the

power using epi-thermal detector shows better result.

In order to confirm the reproducibility of measured data, two experiments were done

under the same experimental condition.03) In the experiments, about 3 of excess reactivity

was inserted by ramp withdrawal of the transient rod with the flow rate of 300 cm/min. For

the one experiment, there were type-2 thermocouples in the core tank, and there was no

thermocouples for the other experiment. Figure 31-18 shows that the peak powers show

good agreement with each other, however, the power profiles are different, especially after

the first peak. This may be explained as follows; the thermocouples cause the disturbance o

the free convection of the solution fuel or the creation of radiolytic gas void, and that

prevents the periodic oscillation of the power profile.

(2) Dose Measurement in Criticality Accident of Solution Fuel

For the evaluation of neutron and gamma-ray absorbed doses under criticality accident

conditions, supercritical experiments regarding radiation dosimetry have been performed

using TRACY with 10-wt%-enriched uranyl nitrate solution.(14) For the experiments the

following tissue-equivalent dosimeters were employed: an alanine dosimeter and a

thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) made of lithium tetra borate (7L121113407). Figure 31-19

shows these dosimeters. The alanine dosimeter is sensitive to both neutrons and gamma-rays.

The TLD made of 7Li211B4O7 is not sensitive to neutrons but only to gamma-rays since it

involves neither 6LI nor 0B which have large cross sections for neutrons. These dosimeters

have an advantage in that their sensitivities to neutrons and gamma-rays are fairly close to

those of tissue in human bodies. In particular, the alanine is a kind of amino acid, of which

the atomic composition is similar to that of muscle tissue in human bodies. The atomic

COMpOS't'On Of 7L'21113407 different from that of human bodies, but its sensitivity to
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gamma-rays is almost the same as that of alanm'e. Thereby the neutron absorbed dose in

human bodies can be simply evaluated by subtracting the gamma-ray absorbed dose

measured with the TLD from the sum of neutron and gamma-ray absorbed doses measured

w'th the alanine dosimeter. As the results of experiments, the very high doses from neutrons

and gamma-rays were measured in the range of 1.5 to 1600 Gy by using the alanine

dosimeter. The gamma-ray dose was also measured in the range of I to 900 Gy by using the

TLD made of 7LI21IB407. The neutron absorbed dose was then evaluated as the difference

between the measured doses. It was, in addition, confirmed that each measured dose was

proportional to the integrated power. The spatial dose distributions of neutrons and

gamma-rays in the TRACY reactor room are shown in Fig. 31-20. Respective neutron and

gamma-ray doses evaluated by combination use of the two dosimeters were supported by

Monte Carlo calculations.

An actual power history during an initial burst was measured using a fast-response

gamma-ray ionization chamber system which had been newly designed exclusively for the

TRACY experiment in addition to former-used fission chambers. Figure 31-21 shows the

gamma-ray chamber system. As the results of measurement and its computational analysis,

it was observed that the detection of thermal neutron by the fission chamber was about 4 ns

later than the actual power history measured with the gamma-ray chamber systeM.(15)-(17)

The comparison of power histories during an initial burst between the new and former

methods is shown in Figure 31-22. It was found from this comparison that the peak power

and its integrated power measured by the fission chamber were underestimated to be 40 

and 30 in maximum, respectively.08) The dose measurement by the gamma-ray chamber

system also revealed that the contribution of gamma-ray from short-lived fission products to

total exposure during the power burst was 15 to 17 %.(19)

The leakage neutron spectrum of TRACY was also measured with recoil proton

proportional counter method and activation multi-foil method. Figure 31-23 shows the recoil

proton proportional counter. An unfolding code, SPEC420), is used with the former method

and NEUPAC-JLOG with the later method. NEUPAC-JLOG code was improved for the

calculation of thermal reactorS(21). The measurement using recoil proton proportional counter

was performed under stationary state operating condition. Figure 31-24 shows that the

measured neutron spectrum was in good agreement with the result of the analysis using

MCNP4B with JENDL3.2 cross-section library. The activation multi-foil method was used

under both stationary and transient state operating conditions. For the both conditions, the

itial guess of the neutron spectrum was calculated using MCNP4B wth JENDL3.2. The

result of the steady state neutron spectrum is good agreement with the calculated result

using the MCNP code. For the transient condition, the calculated spectrum shows good

agreement with the initial guess in fast neutron region, however, in the thermal neutron

region, the calculated spectrum is slightly greater than the initial gueSS(22) as shown in

Fig. 31-25. This may be partly due to the radiolytic gas void created in transient state.
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The TLD sensitive to neutron was also used and compared with alanine dosimeters Since

alanine dosimeters give only tissue-absorbed dose, the ambient dose equivalent measured

with TLI)s was converted to the tissue-absorbed dose using a calculated conversion factor.

The obtained dose with TLI)s showed good agreement with that measured by the alanine

dosimeters, and the difference was about 6.(23) Using this technique, the neutron dose

around a French pulsed reactor, SILENE, was measured at the Accident Dosimetry

Intercomparison Exercise (June 10-21, 2002) organized by OECD/NEA and IRSN. Irradiation

conditions and a typical result are shown in Table 3 -1. In this exercise, gamma and neutron

dose were measured with TLDs. Over more than 13 organizations from 12 countries

participated in this exercise. All the results were submitted to the OECD/NEA, and they are

being compiled.

(3) Source Term Evaluation in Cticality Accident of Solution Fuel*

In criticality accident in a fuel solution, radioactive noble gas and iodine species are very

important nuclides for evaluation of public dose since they are highly volatile and difficult to

be collected by High Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters. In this evaluation, quantitative

knowledge on such nuclides for the release from the solution and the transportation in the

ventilation system are needed. In Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), the tests

to evaluate the release behavior of radioactive materials from the fuel solution under

simulated criticality accidents have been performed using TRACY. From the results of the

tests, release fractions, RF, of radioactive materials from the fuel solution have been

evaluated and the model on the release behavior of radioactive materials have been

developed, related to fission rate or total fissions.(24)

Noble gases with half life of less than several seconds, generated in the fuel solution under

the criticality accident, are transferred into the bubbles of the radiolysis gases

simultaneously generated and are released into gas phase in a short time by burst of the

bubbles at the surface of the solution. The generation of radiolysis gases decreases the

density of fuel solution and then decreases the fission rate. of noble gas with short

half-life will therefore be related to fission rate change. Since the first peak of fission rate in

TRACY is related to the inverse period of its power(25), relation between Rh� of noble gases

and the inverse period are examined.

RF of noble gas is defined as the ratio of the time-integrated number of the noble gas

atoms released into the gas phase to the time-integrated number of the atoms generated in

the liquid phase. RFXe of 4OXe and 14'Xe were evaluated by the experimental value of their

amounts remained in the fuel solution at the end of the test, which were calculated from the

concentration of their daughters, 14013a and 14'Ce respectively, found in the solution.(24) The

inverse period was determined by the slope at increase side of the first peak of fission rate.

* This work was earned out by Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute under the auspices

of the Ministry of Education, Culture Sports, Science and Technology.
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Relationship between inverse period, (s-1) and RFXe of 14OXe (half life; 13.6 s), 14'Xe (half

life; 173 s) were shown in Fig. 31-26.(24) The line for 14OXe was fitted to logarithmic function

and the line for 141Xe was connected to each plot as straight line. The reason that RFxe for

141Xe was higher than Fx for 14OXe at the same can be explained as follows The

interfacial area of the gas-liquid phase, one of the most important parameter of the noble

gas's release, is the largest by the time period of the first peak of fission rate, because the

radiolysis gas bubbles is generated vigorously. During the time period, the noble gas will be

mostly released with the gas bubbles before its decay. After the time period, the release of

noble gas will be dominated by the competition between the degree of volatility and decay.

The time-integrated number of 14OXe increases even after the shutdown of the criticality,

while that of 14'Xe does not increase, shown as Fig. 31-27. 14OXe is generated more after the

first peak until reactor shutdown than 14'Xe. Such difference in the generation manner

reflects the difference in the time-averaged FXe between 14OXe and 4Xe shown in Figure

3.1-26. These considerations are effective to estimate of another noble gas species, which

was not evaluated from the experiments of TRACY.

(4) Simulation 'Ibst of JCO Criticality Accident

In the criticality accident that occurred in the uranium processing plant, a significant

power level in the plateau part continued following the initial-burst power, as observed from

the power recorded by the gamma-ray area monitors in the JCO Tokai plant. As a main cause

for the continuation of the significant power level, the fact that the water was flowing

through the cooling water jacket of the JCO precipitation vessel can be pointed out. Water

evaporation from the fuel solution was considered to be a main factor which affected the

power reduction in the plateau part.
A thermal mock-up device of the JCO precipitation vessel was manufactured. The device

to which a cooling water jacket and an agitator are attached, mocks up the main part of JCO

itation vessel, and the water n the vessel is heated by electric heaters.

A series of simulation tests of thermal characteristics were performed for grasping the

thermal conditions that reproduced the power profile, covering the plateau part by changing

the electric-heater power according to the power obtained from the one-point approximated

nuclear kinetics equation.(26), W) The negative feedback effect of the reactivity by the water

evaporation was also considered in the equation. Main experimental parameters of the

simulation test were the initial temperature of the solution in the plateau period

corresponding to the inserted reactivity, and the flow rate of cooling water which has an

effect on the heat removal.

As shown in Fig. 31-28, both the solution temperature and the solution height reduced

by the water evaporation are measured continuously. The flow rate of coolant water was set

so as to satisfy both the initial power 2 kW and the equilibrium temperature. The simulation
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test in the plateau part was performed for 17 hours in order to confirm the evaporation effect

and the consequent power level reduction. The simulation was also continued for 3 hours

after the cooling water crculation stopped. As parameters which affect the behavior of power

level change, the initial solution temperature corresponding to the initial reactivity 15-2.7

dollars and the cooling water flow rate 06-0.2 L/min were considered. Figure 31-29 shows

the result of the simulation test. A significant amount of water evaporation was observed.

The power reduction in the plateau part increased furthermore with larger initial reactivity,

while the power reduction rate decreased before and after the stop of cooling-water

circulation. The initial reactivity of the precipitation vessel that reproduced the power profile

was estimated to be about 25 dollars and the total amount of the evaporation in the plateau

part was about 2L.
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Table 31-1 Results of total dose at 4in

TILD Alanine
Operating r/n Total Dose Gamma Neutron r/n r+n r+n

mode at 4m Dose 1) kerma 2) Dose 3)

(Gy) (GY) (GY) (GY)
Scenariol Free evolution 1.2 4Gy in Qmin 2.47 - - - 2.7
Scenario2 Free evolution 0.2 2GY in min I 0.64 1.47 0.44 2.11 I 1.15
Scenario3 Steady state 0.2 1 Gy in -30min 1 0.18 0.75 0.24 0.93 1 -

tissues kerma
1) soft tissue of CRU
2) water
3) muscle tissue

Uncertainty value
Fuel solution (U concentration 0.8g/L,
Enrichment 0.0 3%) Tank dimension

( Inner width 0.5mm, side
Total wall thickness .1 mm, etc.)

0.1

Reflector dimension (Gap width between
tank and reflector 0.5mm, etc.)

0.01
Concrete composition(S'02 3 %, etc.)

Boron content(l 4 %)

0-001
0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2

Boron concentration (/cm 3)

Figure3.1-1 Effectsonkeffofuncertaintiesinmeasureddatavs.boronconcentration
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Figure 31-2 Critical Solution Level Measured in Experiments of an Asymmetric System
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Figure 31-3 Critical Solution Level Measured in Experiments of a Half-Reflected System
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Figure 31-4 Evaluation of Reactivity Effect of a Simple System
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Figure 31-5 Horizontal configuration of critical experiment with two borated stainless steels

at TCA. The enrichment of fuel rod is 2.6wt%. This fuel rod array is light-water

moderated/reflected.
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Figure 3.1-7 Calculated keff s vs. uranium concentration
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Figure 31-9 Vertical thermal neutron flux distribution. Taking the maximum higher-order

mode flux up to the 180-th modes makes an accurate reproduction of the measured flux

distribution.
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Figure 31-14 Keff vs. additive content for 320 kg MOX powder
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Figure 31-15 Keff vs. additive content for 640 kg MOX powder
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Figure 31-16 Total fission yield vs. blender capacity
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Figure 31-17 Power profiles measured by two different types of neutron detectors.
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Figure 3.1-18 The effect of structural materials in the core tank.

7

Figure 31-19 Alanine dosimeter (left-side) and thermoluminescent dosimeter made of

lithium tetra borate (right-side): the former dosimeter is manufactured by Hitachi Cable

Ltd. in collaboration with Takasaki Research Establishment in JAERI, the latter is

manufactured by Matsushita Industrial Equipment Co., Ltd.
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Figure 31-20 Spatial dose distributions in TRACY reactor room: (a) horizontal istribution

of neutron dose and W horizontal distribution of gamma-ray dose. The horizontal dose

distributions are expressed as a function of a distance since the dosimeters have been

placed on concentric circles with the annular-shaped TRACY core tank.
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Figure 31-21 Fast response gamma-ray ionization chamber system. This system consists of

one chamber for calibration and 3 chambers for high-, middle- and low-dose ranges.
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Fig. 31-22 Comparison of power histories during a power burst between two methods by

fast-response gamma-ray ionization chamber system and by fission chamber: (a) power

and (b) integrated power.

Figure 31-23 Recoil proton proportional counter overall view
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Figure 31-27 Calculation of time-integrated number of 14OXe and 14'Xe atoms.

(a) Profile of fission rate used calculation. (b) Calculation results.
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3.2 Safety Research on Reprocessing Process

Present-day nuclear fuel reprocessing plants employ the PUREX process, which consists

of spent fuel dissolution, off-gas treatment, separation by TBP solvent extraction and waste

treatment. One of the key issues to maintain the process safety for reprocessing is to

confine radioactive materials within the plant in any cases.

The chemical process for reprocessing is designed to control radioactive material safely

within a confined process area. Although most of radioactive material is confined in the

highly radioactive waste, some radioactive materials can easily be mixed into process

products, and others like volatile radioactive materials are diffusive. Therefore, it is

necessary to study the behavior of nuclides in the process as a whole to assess the safety

margin of radioactivity confinement capability.

In the dissolution process for spent fuel, volatile radioactive materials such as noble gas

and iodine are released from the spent fuel 'into off- gas treatment step and dissolution

'dues are separated from the dissolved fuel solution. The confinement of the volatile

materials by the off-gas treatment is the most important requirement to minimize the

release of radioisotopes to the environment. For the dissolution residue, contamination with
'tters should be mnim'zed.

a-emi 1

In the solvent extraction process, two of the key elements to be controlled are Np and Tc

because they includes isotopes with very long half life, Np-237 and Tc-99, and are extracted

with TBP in the first cycle together with U and Pu. Minor actinides Am and Cm, are

hazardous a-emitters and their recovery would improve the safety in managing the

high-level waste.

An advanced reprocessing concept that could enhance the confinement efficiency for

long-lived nuclides in a simplified Purex process has been proposed. In the future the

objective of this process is to enhance the control of long-lived nuclides in a simplified, future

reprocessing plant that can treat high burn-up fuel and spent MOX fuel with a streamlined

purification process. Flow sheet tests on the new process have been carried out using spent

fuel.

3.2.1 Confinement Safety in Dissolution Process

In the dissolution step, volatile nuclides like iodine, krypton, xenon are released into

off-gas and introduced into gaseous waste treatment system. Among them, odine-129 has a

long half life (1.57x 107 years) and should be controlled and confined within the process. In a

current reprocessing plant, iodine species are expelled from the dissolver solution of spent

fuel and trapped by iodine adsorption filters mounted in the off-gas line. Portion of

iodine-129 remains in the main process and requires complex treatment for the confinement.

Therefore, it is necessary to expel the iodine as much as possible and trap the iodine for the

effective confinement. In JAERI investigation has been made into the iodine 129 distribution
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tion step. 2 The above test result suggested that the assumption was supposed to be relevant.

It was also demonstrated that iodine adsorption column could effectively confine the iodine

introduced into the column as shown in Fig. 32-2.

Adsorption mechanism of iodine-129 to Ag-S particles was studied and a mathematical

model to estimate the iodine profile in an Ag-S adsorption column was developed. The model

assumed that iodine diffusion within particle was the rate-limiting step of adsorption. The

predicted iodine profile was compared with experimental results as illustrated in Fig. 32-2.

It was shown that the proposed model could predict the profile adequately and estimate the

confinement capability of Ag-S column. 34)

(2) Dissolution residue

After dissolution of spent fuel residue can be obtained of which major constituent is metal

alloy and precipitates. Amount of metallic alloy residue depends on the burn-up of spent fuel.

The amount of precipitates can be, however, affected by dissolution condition. Zirconium

molybdate is one of the precipitates, 5) which was reportedly associated with relatively high

plutonium loss to waste stream. 6 Therefore, amount of precipitates should be reduced as

much as possible. This is important also for smooth and efficient process operation. Figure

3.2-3 (1) shows the change in the ratio of the concentration ratio (element uranium) meas-

ured in the dissolution tests at 373 K to the ratio calculated by ORIGEN2. If the dissolution

behavior is same as uranium, the ratio should be unity. In the figure, the ratios of molybde-

num and zrconium are shown to decrease, which are different result from other elements. It

is supposed that the decreasing ratio was detected due to the precipitation of zirconium o-

lybdate. Figure 32-3 2) shows the same plot obtained at 353 K which exhibits much smaller

decrease in the ratio than that at 373 K. From the result, it was found that lower dissolution

temperature could reduce the amount of zirconium molybdate precipitation.

Radioactivity remained in the sample of residue taken in the iodine-stripping tank was

measured. Alpha-radioactivity ranged between 5.2xJ07 and 8.69xJ07 Bq g-residue-1, which

was similar to the results obtained in the dissolution test by JAERI using PWR spent-fuel

sample with 4N nitric acid at 373 K. 7)

3.2.2 Improvement of Confinement Safety in Solvent Extraction Process

(1) Development of Np and Tc behavior control technique

Present solvent extraction process is assessed to have sufficient capability to control the

behavior of radioactive materials except Np. 8) Np is dispersed into several streams, and its

existence in U, Pu products stream from fst cycle is the major reason for purification cycles

of U and Pu is needed. Our idea is to remove these two cycles and simplify the solvent ex-

traction process, and to improve the confinement safety. Key technology for this simplifica-

tion is Np behavior control technique to prohibit its transfer into both product stream of U
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and Pu from the first cycle.

We have developed a solvent extraction process with Np behavior control function as a

part of PARC (Partitioning Conundrum Key) process. 913) It improves the confinement safety

of reprocessing by simplifying the extraction process, while maintaining high decontamina-

tion performance to recycle plutonium to LVVR, RMVVR and FBR. In order to demonstrate

the feasibility of the process, we conducted chemical flow sheet (see Fig. 32-4) experiments

using LVVM spent fuels burned up to 44 GWdt-1. Three miniature Plexiglas mixer-settler

contactors in an ay cell at NUCEF were used. This one extraction cycle process is mainly

consisted of an U/Pu co-decontamination step, a FP scrubbing step, a Np separation step, a

Tc separation step, and a U/Pu partition step. For the Np separation step, n-butyraldehyde

was selected as a promising reagent for the selective reduction of Np(VI) to Np(V) with out

reducing U(VI) and Pu(IV). In the Tc separation step, high acid scrubbing technique is util-

ized.

The result shown in Fig. 32-5 demonstrates that selective Np reduction and separation

technique with n-butyraldehyde is effective. 911) The optimization of the flow sheet, i.e. the

concentration of Np reductant, flow rate ratio (O/A) and the number of stages in both steps,

is ongoing.

(2) Development of MA separation technique

Minor actinides separation from high-level raffinate is an important task to reduce the

long-term hazard of high-level waste, and many separation techniques have been proposed.

The process should be as simple and small as possible to be compatible to the solvent extrac-

tion process for U and Pu mentioned in (1). From this viewpoint, we selected to develop a

column chromatographic MA separation technique using adsorbents.

Adsorbents with extractants impregnated to porous silica-polymer composite material

(SI02-P) were studied. As shown in Fig. 32-6, TODGA adsorbent has sufficient capability to

recover A together with lanthanides (Ln) from high-level raffinate. 13) After Ru-Rh-Mo

fraction and Sr fraction, Am fraction containing Ln and Pd was obtained. For MA/Ln

separation, 2,6-bis (5, 6-dibutyl-1 2 4-triazin-3-yl) pyridie (Bu-BTP) impregnated adsorb-

ent was studied by batch adsorption experiments, 13, 14) of which results are shown in

Fig. 32-7. As is clear the figure, the adsorptive distribution ratio � of AM3+ reached

the value over 2xJ04 nil-g--1. Under the most optimum condition, separation factor of lan-

than'des (Ce3+ EU3+, Gd3+) from AM3+ reached 100 for minimum.
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Table3.2-1 lodine-129capturedbyAg-Scolumnduringthedissolutionof44.3GWdt-I

spent fuel
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tion lution lution

Dissolution temperature J 363 353 373
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calculation [Bql 6.135x105 5.657xJ05 6.879x105 14.3 years
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[Bq1
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Figure 32-1 Dissolution test rig in NUCEF JAERI
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Fig. 32-3 Dissolution behavior of fission-product elements in 44.3 GWdt-1 spent fuel (Nitric

ac'd used was 514 N and 5.00 N in the dissolution tests at 373 K and 353 K, re-

spectively)
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MX-II) for PARC process using 44 GWd -t-1 spent fuel.
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Fig. 32-6 The results of a column chromatographic experiment on TODGA adsorbent.
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3.3 Research on Life Prediction and Advanced Technologies for Equipment Materials used

in Reprocessing Nitric Acid Process

The corrosion resistance of equipment materials used in nitric acid environments is con-

sidered as one of the most important technological issues on the long performance of Purex

type commercial reprocessing plants. The Intergranular corrosion of heat transfer tubes in

evaporators made of stainless steels operated in the reduced pressure and the susceptibility to

stress corrosion cracking of dissolver made of zirconium have been clarified as major critical

issues on the reliability. The corrosion behavior has been investigated as functions of the heat

flux, surface temperature, the concentration of nitric acid and dissolved metallic ions such as

Np and platinum group elements that form strong oxidizers. As well as the life prediction

study by mini-scaled mock-up and laboratory tests, the developments of high corrosion resis-

tance alloys and on-line corrosion monitoring systems have been carried out as

counter-measures by considering the advanced Purev process applied to high burn-up and

MOX fuels used in advanced WRs.

3.3.1 Research on Evaporator Materials

For minimizing the trans-passive corrosion of heat transfer tubes made of stainless steels

in evaporators, two kinds of advanced materials with the high corrosion resistance have been

developed. One is a type 310UHP stainless steel containing T of 02% with stable austenite.

The corrosion resistance for inhibiting inter-corrosion attack was achieved by means of the

steel making process so-called EB-SAR treatment that consist of following process;

Wadjusting the chemical composition, (2)purifying by electron beam melting and

Ustabilizing minor impurities through thermo-mechanical treatment composed of straining,

aging and recrystallizing process. The other is the 3Cr-10W-3S N base alloy. This alloy
ition was designed for inhibiting the trans-passive corrosion

compos 1 1 by enriching oxide former

elements such as Cr, W and Si with the different electrode potential for forming protective

film. The steel making process was also optimized. In EB-SAR treated type 310UHP

stainless steel, the appropriate manufacturing technique for the heat transfer tubes of m

with length was established. The developed steel showed the excellent corrosion resistance in

corrosion tests simulated to heat transfer surfaces in nitric acid solutions in comparison with

type 304ULC stainless steel used in the present equipment, as shown in Fig. 3.3- 1. It was also

confirmed that the joint welded by the same filler metal has the low susceptibility to cracking

during welding and the high corrosion resistance.

The development of two types of in-situ corrosion monitoring systems by modifying the

electric resistance method is going on for evaluating the wall thinning of heat transfer tubes,

in addition to the evaluation technology of corrosion behavior estimated by Ni ion concentra-

tion dissolved from heat conducting tubes and the in-service inspections technology using

ultrasonic immersion measuring method along vertical and radius axis of heat conducting
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tubes in the mock-up acid recovery evaporator. One is the Corrosometer with heat conducting

control mechanism. The other is Field Signature Method, which is based on sensing the elec-

tric field pattern by measuring small potential differences caused by general metal loss,

cracking or pitting due to corrosion or erosion between electrode pairs set up on the surface of

the monitored object. Those are found to be useful for the in-situ corrosion monitoring for the

heat transfer tubes of evaporator of nitric acid recovery in the laboratory tests, as shown in

Figure 33-2. Therefore, the sensors were made to install to the demonstration testing

equipments in order to evaluate the practical applicability as corrosion monitoring, and are

testing now.

3.3.2 Research on Dissolver Materials

Zirconium has the susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in nitric acid solution

with high corrosion potential. The oxidation potential is enhanced at boiling surfaces due to

the decomposition and evaporation of nitric acid itself. The effect of heat-transfer on corrosion

of zirconium was examined in boiling nitric acid solutions as a parameter of the concentration.

The weight loss and electrochemical polarization curve were measured both heat-transfer and

immersion conditions controlled at the same surface temperature. Figure 33-3 shows rela-

tionships between the concentration of nitric acid and the corrosion rate of above specimens in

boiling nitric acid solutions. Even if the same surface temperature, the corrosion rate of

heat-transfer specimens was higher than that of immersion specimens within less than

0.01mm/year It is interpreted that the oxidation potential is enhanced under boiling. To clar-

ify the effect, the redox potential on boiling heat transfer surfaces was measured by electro-

chemical techniques. Figure 33-4 shows the relationship between surface temperature, Turf,

and redox potential. Ept, measured using Pt electrode. The redox potential at boiling surface

is higher than that at immersion surfaces maintained in the same boiling point. The slope of

the temperature dependencies on boiling heat transfer surfaces (3.8mV/K) is two times higher

than it of immersion surfaces (1.7mV/K). The breakdown potential of passive oxide film of

zirconium on boiling surfaces was measured by electrochemical measurements. Figure 33-5

shows the effect of surface temperature on anode polarization curves of zirconium under a

boiling heat-transfer and isothermal surface in 9 mol/dM3 nitric acid solutions. The current

density on boiling surface under passive state is about times larger than it of immersion

surfaces. The breakdown potential of zirconium related to SCC initiation potential is about

2 V (vs. NHE) at 303K in 9 mol/dM3 nitric acid solution, and it decrease with increasing the

surface temperature. Figure 33-6 shows the relationship between the breakdown potential

of passive film and the redox potential under heat-transfer and immersion conditions in nitric

acid solutions with different nitric acid concentrations. The redox potential of 12 mol/dM3 on

a boiling surface was very close to the breakdown potential of zirconium.

The susceptibility to SCC in reprocessing equipment such as dissolver and Pu concentra-
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tion evaporator is possible to enhance electrochemically up to the high redox potential by

boiling and the existence of oxidized ions such as Pu, Ru and Np. Therefore, it is required to

clarify the boundary conditions on the initiation of SCC as functions of metallographic pa-

rameters, nitric acid environments and stress.
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3.4 PSA of Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facilities

The Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) is a comprehensive and structured method for

assessing the safety of a nuclear facility by evaluating the frequencies and consequences of

acc'dents that might threaten public health and safety. Since the first PSA study in the U.S.A,

the Reactor Safety Study in 1975, there have been substantial methodological developments

and the PSA methods have become a standard tool for safety assessment of nuclear power

plants. Compared with the PSA for the nuclear power plants, however, the PSA for nuclear

fuel facilities seems immature. After the criticality accident at the JCO facility on September

30, 1999, the PSA application for nuclear fuel facilities was recognized as one of the

important issues for the nuclear safety research in Japan. Therefore, a new project was

launched at the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute to develop a PSA procedure

applicable to nuclear fuel facilities.

3.4.1 PSAApplication to JCO Facility

As the first step of the research on PSA for nuclear fuel facilities a hazard analysis was

performed for the conversion process from enriched 3081UF6 t U02/uranyl nitrate solution

of the JCO facility based on the information on the design and operation procedures shown in

the report of the Nuclear Safety Commission (NSO that described the results from the

investigation of the criticality accident. In this study, a azard map was used which is defined

as tabulation of hazards and safety provisions according to the process in the facility.

Preparation of such hazard maps seems to be effective for risk analysis of nuclear fuel

processing facilities since a variety of event progressions are supposed to occur in those

facilities. As a result, four potential hazards were identified. Through the application, the

hazard analysis with hazard map was demonstrated to be effective to identification of hazard

sources and their respective locations, determination of initiating events and examination of

potential abnormal occurrences. Such information is useful for improving safety of nuclear

fuel facilities.

Furthermore, the hazard analysis of the non-licensed procedures used in the JCO was

performed with the same method. As the result of this analysis, some potential accident

scenarios were identified including the scenario that actually led to the JCO accident.

Through this analysis, it was revealed that it was necessary to consider a wide spectrum of

initiating events such as the use of a tank that was not expected in the design of the process.

It was also pointed out that a procedure guide for hazard analysis was needed to allow a

sufficiently broad range of consideration for the identification of initiating events without

losing practicability. A systematic analysis of operating experience and feedback to the

procedure guide seems to be useful (1).
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3.4.2 PSAApplication to MOX Fuel Fabrication Facilities*

A five-years research project has been initiated to establish a procedure for performing

PSA of MOX fuel fabrication in FY2001 A basic framework of methodology was formulated

based on the collected information on the designs of domestic and foreign uranium and MOX

fuel fabrication facilities, the results of past PSAs, procedures for PSA applicable to MOX

facilities and other nuclear fuel cycle facilities.

According to the formulated basic framework of methodology, a PSA was performed for a

model MOX fuel fabrication plant. As the first step of this PSA, Failure Mode and Effect

Analysis (FMEA) with functional information on equipment consisting of main fuel

fabrication process was performed to identify potential abnormal events that might cause

radioactive release to the environment. In the second step of the procedure, a screening

method for relatively severe events among the identified potential abnormal events was

formulated based on an order of magnitude estimation of the maximum release of radioactive

material assuming that the potential abnormal events progressed without prevention and

mitigation. Furthermore, the quantity of radioactive material release and frequency were

evaluated for each of the identified accident scenarios. Through this study, a basic framework

of PSA procedure was proposed for MOX fuel fabrication facilities.

Reference

(1) H. Tamaki, N. Watanabe and K. Muramatsu, "Hazard Identification of Criticality

Accidents at the JCO Facility", Proc. Practical Implementation of Nuclear Criticality

Safety, Nevada, Nov.11-15 2001).

This works was carried out by Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) under an
entrustment from the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) of Japan.
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3.5 Safety Analysis of Transport Casks*

Since it is considered that increased amount of nuclear fuel material and variety of

radioactive material will be transported in the near future to cope with steady development

of nuclear fuel cycle industries, it is decided that safety demonstration analyses for severe

accidents during transport should be made to show the safety of the casks, thus to expel

anxiety of general public toward nuclear development in Japan.

3.5.1 SafetyAmalysisforT�-ansportCasksduringHypotheticAccidents

In fiscal 2001 a transport cask with W U02 powder cylinders was taken as an object for

the analysis. For falling accident scenario, 18 meter drop from public highway to asphalt or

concrete road surface on the corner of lid or the edge of the cask was assumed in

consideration of the surveyed results for transport route and transport incidents/ accidents

which happened actually in the past. And for fire accident scenario, flame temperature of

800'Cand duration time of 90 minutes are hypothetically assumed for the severe accidents

caused by collision or contact with a tank lorry carrying a large amount of flammable

material.

The falling out accident analyses were made by using the impact analysis code LS-DYNA

using three dimensional elements. As the result of structure analysis is shown in Fig.3.5-1,

the equivalent inelastic strain is about 26% for the inner container nearest to the impact

plain, but this amount is within the rupture strain of 40% iven for the material, leading to

the conclusion that there is no serious damage to the inner container without radioactive

material released to environment.

The fire accident analyses were made by using FEW analysis code ABAQUS using two

dimensional elements. As the analysis result, the maximum temperature of the inner

container reached 110'C, indicating no damage to the neutron moderator and absorber with

the maximum usable temperature of 1451C, which leads to te conclusion that criticality

safety will be secured during tis scenario of fire accident.

In fiscal 2002 a transport cask with a 30B cylinder containing of enriched UF6 was

selected as analysis object. Scenarios for falling and fire accidents were the same as

described in the aforementioned part of this chapter.

The analyzed result for the falling out accident is shown in Fig.3.5-2, indicating less than

1.6% strain for the pressure resisting cylinder. This calculated strain is less than the

rupture elongation of ASTUA-516 of cylinder structure material, leading to the conclusion

that the cylinder would not be damaged even under the severe accident condition.

The results of fire accident scenario illustrate that the maximum surface temperature of

Studies reported in this paper were supported in part by the Nuclear and Industrial
Safety Agency in the Ministry of Economy, rade and Industry.
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liquid UF6 is 89r, less than the limiting temperature of 197'Cfor UF6 vapor pressure,

showing intactness of the ylinder structure containment.

3.5.2 Dose Estimation of Non-fixed Surface Contamination on Transport Packages

The current limits for non-fixed contamination on packages used to transport

radioactive materials were introduced in the 1961 edition of the International Atomic

Energy Agency (IAEA) transport regulation, and were based on radiation protection

guidance and practices in use at that time. Models to evaluate doses from surface

contamination of spent fuel casks using conservative and realistic approach has been

developed in order to confirm safety margins of LAEA Safety Standard for surface

contamination of packages. The conservative model is used for evaluation of a vehicle

transport of spent fuel packages by using conservative approaches and parameters, while

the realistic model is used for of a marine transport of spent fuel packages considering

Japanese transport situation. In analysis by conservative model, uniform surface

contamination of 1.0 Bq/cM2 is assumed on the external surface of packages. Calculated

doses of vehicle driver for 7 representative nuclides obtained from Conservative model are

summarized in Fig. 35-3. The current surface activity limits are 04 and 4 Bq/CM2 for alpha

and beta emitters, respectively. Therefore, it is shown that most critical radionuclide is

Pu-239, and the estimated dose caused by upper limit of surface contamination is 006

mSv/y. Thus, it is concluded that the current limits includes enough safety margin (1).

Reference

(1) Masahiro Munakata, Hideo Akiyama and Dalichiro Ito; "Development of the

Conservative Model and the Realistic Model for Dose estimation caused by Surface

Contamination in case of ransport of Spent Fuel Packages", UEA-TECDOC, The

Radiological Aspects of Package and Conveyance Non-Fixed Contamination (in press).

(2) Masahiro Munakata; "Internal exposure model for ingestion of agricultural and

livestock products in case of transport of packages", LAEA-TECDOC, The Radiological

Aspects of Package and Conveyance Non-Fixed Contamination (in press).
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Fig.3.5-1 Results of structure analysis for transport cask with U02 powder
during a falling accident; Deformation of outer shell and shortening of

spacing between inner containers are shown.

CORNER FALL D CONCRETE A
Time 0.04

Fig.3.5-2 Results of structure analysis for the protective 30B cylinder

containing UF6 during a falling accident.
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Fig. 3.5-3 Calculated doses caused by unit surface contamination for vehicle driver

by way of the conservative model.
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4. SAFETY RESEARCH ON RADIOACTWE WASTE DISPOSAL

1 1 1 1 1

Safety research on radioactive waste dsposal is being conducted mainly according to the

"Annual Plan for Safety Research for Radioactive Waste (2001-2005FY)" settled by the

Nuclear Safety Commission of Japan.

At present, Rokkasho Low-level Radioactive Waste Disposal Center is under commercial

operation for waste disposal generated from nuclear power plants. For other types of wastes

such as high-level radioactive waste, TRU contained waste, Uranium waste and

RI/laboratory-origin waste, arrangement of necessary low and regulatory structure is

promoted for disposal business of them. Business practical body has been settled for

high-level waste disposal.

Considering this present situation, safety study on radioactive waste disposal must

involve the studies to serve the arrangement of safety regulatory structure for disposal

business of various types of waste, to evaluation of and safety secure measures against the

events anticipated to occur during commercial facility operation, and also must involve the

studies to strengthen the basis of safety from the standpoint of long period of time.

Safety researches on radioactive waste disposal in JAERI are mainly for high-level, TRU

contained, RI/laboratory-origin waste, focusing on experimental study and analytical

evaluation of isolation capability of geological layer (safety assessment of natural barrier

system) and confinement capability of engineering barrier system, and on the study to

establish evaluation method. Study on clearance level evaluation method for various nuclides

contained in wastes is also performed.

In more specific, following studies are performed.

1) Study on isolation capability of geological layer (safety assessment of natural barrier

system): Experimental study on behavior of the nuclides important for safety

assessment under natural underground conditions. Influence study of various factors such

as natural organism coexistence and highly alkaline underground conditions on safety

assessment. Study to establish probabilistic safety assessment method of disposal system.

2) Study on confinement capability of engineering barrier: Study on confinement capability

of molten solidified products. Study on long-term degradation of bentonite buffer

materials.

3) Evaluation and analysis of clearance levels: Evaluation and analysis of clearance level of

Uranium waste corresponding to various models and scenarios.

The details and resent output of these studies are described in following chapters.
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4.1 Research on Safety Assessment for Natural Barrier System

Radioactive wastes such as uranium waste, TRU waste and high-level radioactive waste

must be disposed of depending on characteristic of category adequately in order to minimize a

radiological consequence to the human body and our environment. JAERI has developed a

safety assessment code system by a deterministic and probabilistic method for various

radioactive wastes based on a groundwater scenario. A safety assessment code GSA-GCL*)

for shallow land disposal has been validated by field tests of nuclide migration, as well as

fundamental experiments and numerical researches have been performed for safety and

uncertainty analyses on radionuclide transport in heterogeneous geological media. Also, a

human intrusion scenario for geological disposal of high-level radioactive wastes has been

investigated and Database on Human Intrusion has been developed.

4.1.1 ExperimentalResearchandSafetyAssessmentResearchforGroundwaterScenarioof

Natural Barrier System

(1) Study of Uncertainty on Safety Assessment for Groundwater Scenario

JAERI has developed the probabilistic safety assessment code for HLW disposal system

(GSRW-PSA) to estimate the uncertainties in parameters and conceptual models. The

features and applicability of the assessment codes were indicated through the bench-mark

analyses for the source term models and radionuclide migration models in a generic

geosphere, which have been developed by each institute, JAERI and Japan Nuclear Cycle

Development Institute NO. The uncertainty analyses of the parameters on the engineered

and natural barriers were performed for Cs-135 and Se-79 using the GSRW-PSA code. The

analyses indicate that the important parameters identified by high PRCC (Partial Rank

Correlation Coefficient) value are solubility of selenium, distribution coefficients of cesium

and selenium in rock matrix, velocity in fracture, maximum depth for ma trix dffusion and

fracture aperture, as shown in Fig. 41-1. The effect of the uncertainty in the difference of

conceptualization on a fractured medium in geosphere was estimated from the probabilistic

analyses under the assumption of two conceptual models, homogeneous pours medium model

and representative fracture edium model.

(2) Experimental Research on Radionuclide Migration")

(a) Effects of alkaline conditions on radionuclide migration

It is supposed that groundwater in and around a repository becomes highly alkaline due to

Generic Safety Assessment code for geologic disposal of radioactive waste Greater than
Concentration Limit of shallow land disposal

**) This work was carried out by JAERI under an entrustment from the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan.
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cementitious materials used as waste form matrix and/or structural materials of the

repository. To better understand radionuclide behavior and to provide reliable data for the

safety assessment, the effects of alkaline conditions on radionuclide migration were studied.

This study focused on rock alteration and sorption properties of radionuclides under alkaline

conditions.

Static corrosion tests were performed for a granitic rock in cement-equilibrated, aqueous

alkaline solutions at 90'C to observe the alteration of the rock. It was found that dissolution

of quartz, one of the main component minerals of granite, was enhanced in alkaline solutions

compared to that in neutral solutions such as fresh groundwater. It was also observed that

the mass losses of feldspar and biotite depended not only on solution pH, but on the

concentrations of sodium and potassium in the solution.

Sorption of neptunium (Np) on the altered granite was studied through the batch sorption

method. The distribution coefficients increased by about three orders of magnitude in

alkaline solutions compared to those in neutral solutions. It is expected in the long-term

safety assessment that alkaline plume from repository increases the retardation of Np

migration by sorption on granitic rock media.

W Influence of humic substances on radionuclide migrations

Influences of humic substances (HS) on sorption of radionuclides on rocks was

investigated for 99Tc, 237Np and 238PU and granite and tuff. The sorption tests were

conducted in an atmosphere-controlled glove box under Ar. Tc, Np and Pu were stable in

tetravalent state under the anaerobic condition.

Distribution coefficients of VW), Np(IV) and Pu(IV) decreased with increasing HS

concentrations because of formation of less sorptive complexes with HS. The molecular

sizes of Np(M-humic complexes (humates), Pu(rV) humates and HS were measured. The

size distributions of Np(IV) humates, Pu(IV) humates and HS were found to be almost the

same and did not change before and after sorption. The principal molecular size of VIV)

humate was clearly larger than that of HS. This change is indicative of polymerization of

VIV) humate. Furthermore, the molecular size distribution of VIV) hurnate differed

before and after sorption, suggesting selective sorption of a specific molecular size fraction.

Sorption of (IV) on tuff in the presence of fulvic acid (one of typical humic substances)

could be described by a modified distribution euilibrium model, in which sorption of HS on

tuff and causing variation in the number of sorption sites were taken into account (Fig. 41-2).

(3) Field tests for safety evaluation of disposal of radioactive waste containing oc-nuclides

Radioactive wastes from nuclear fuel cycle contain long-lived alpha-nuclides in

concentrations of a wide range. The wastes are planned to be disposed of into the

underground. The objective of this research is to measure the transport of ot-nuclides under
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natural conditions and to verify a migration model we had developed. This research project

was organized under Phase-11 Cooperative Research Program between JAERI and CIRP

(China Institute for Radiation Protection) fom 1995 to 2001. In the Program, transport of

9OSr, 237Np and 28PU in the aerated and aquifer zones were observed for up to three years.

The aquifer zone tests were conducted in the underground research facility constructed in the

CIRP's field-testing site located in the porous sandy loess layer in China (Fig. 41-3).

Meteorological observations and laboratory experiments were also conducted to obtain

supporting data(3).

This project gave precious data on migration of alpha-nuclides of 237Np and 238PU t

field. The migration rates were calculated to be less than 1/5000 and 1/500 of groundwater

flow velocity, respectively. The data obtained in the series of the tests were used for the

validation of a radionuclide migration model in the natural barrier, which is one of the

components of our safety assessment code, GSA-GCL, developed by JAERI (Fig. 41-4). The

results of the model prediction showed a good agreement with the results of radionuclide

distribution obtained in the aquifer test (Fig. 41-5). This agreement means that

radionuclide migration in the porous media like sandy loess can be described by

sorption-equilibrium, advection-dispersion equation with known data obtained from

laboratory experiments and test site characterizations).

4.1.2 Development of Database on Human Intrusion*)

Recently, it is pointed out there is importance to estimate the high-risk low frequency

event in the long-term safety assessment. One of the typical events is human intrusion, which

is to intrude into the disposal facilities through the human drilling excavation. It is important

to evaluate the event in the safety assessment, but there is no database to evaluate the event

of human intrusion n Japan. Thus we start on the investigation of information such as a

purpose, position, depth, and time with respect to the drilling excavation in Japan to estimate

the frequency of inadvertent intrusion into the disposal facilities of radioactive wastes. Based

on purpose of drilling, the fields of drilling in Japan are divided into five; construction,

exploratory/exploitation for natural resources, seismoinetry and subsidence observation,

exploitation for water wells and exploitation for hot springs. The database of drilling is

developed on the basis of both reviewing available literature data before 1999 and gathering

data bored at 2000. There are about 190,000 drilling data in the database at 2001. The

relation between the frequency for each field and the depth division is shown in Fig. 41-6.

The drilling frequency for the construction is more than 90% of the total frequency. In

proportion to increase of the drilling depth, the drilling frequency for the construction

*) Studies reported in this paper were supported in part by the Nuclear and Industrial Safety

Agency n the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.
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decreases remarkably. The result indicates that the drilling frequency for the exploitation of

hot spring is the highest value in case of the drilling depth of deeper than 3OM(5),(6).

References

(1) Seiji Takeda and Hideo Kimura: "Uncertainty Analyses for HW Disposal System Using

Probabilistic Safety Assessment Code (GSRW-PSA): Parameter Uncertainty and

Conceptual Model Uncertainty in Natural Barrier", JAERI-Research 2002-014, 2002 (in

Japanese).

(2) T.Tanaka, S.Nagano, Ysakamoto, et al., "Sorption behavior of plutonium(IV) onto soils in

the presence of humic acid," J Nucl. Si. Technol., 524-527(2002)
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test between JAERI and CIRP (Phase-2)", Journal of Nuclear Fuel Cycle and

Environment, 31[71,(2001).
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Fig. 41-2 The influence of fulvic acid (typical humic substance) on the distribution

coefficient (Kd) of VIV) onto tuff' The experimental result fled circle) can be

predicted by the modified distribution equilibrium model (solid curve).
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Fig. 41-5 Comparison of concentration profiles of radionuclides between results of the

three-year aquifer pit test and calculated results by the "Natural Barrier model":

Peak positions of the concentration profiles of all radionuclides moved slightly

during the three-year test period. The "Natural Barrier model successfully

simulates the movement of the radionuclides of interest.
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4.2 Research on Performance Evaluation of Engineered Barriers

Engineered barriers as well as waste form in disposal repository will degrade for a long

term through interactions with intruding groundwater. The long-term time-dependent

variation on the performance of the engineered barriers and waste forms is required to be

investigated for the long-term safety assessment of radioactive waste disposal. For this

purpose, JAERI has been carrying out a study on long-term alteration of buffer materials

and fundamental leaching tests for molten solidified waste form. Solubility, sorption/

migration and diffusion behavior of long-lived radionuclides are studied to acquire

supporting data for reliable prediction on radionuclide behavior in the engineered barriers.

4.2.1 Alteration of Bentonite Buffer Materials'(1)(2)

Concrete wll be used for constructing a deep underground repository of radioactive waste.

Highly alkaline environments induced by the cernentitious materials are likely to alter

montmorillonite, the main constituent of bentonite buffer materials. Over long time periods,

the alteration may cause the physical and/or chemical properties of the bentonite buffer to

deteriorate. It is necessary to predict the long-term effects of alteration on properties of

bentonite such as permeability for the safety assessment of the geological disposal system.

Mathematical models developed for predicting the effects can be found in literature.

However, the relationship between changes in the mineralogical composition of bentonite

and variations in its permeability has not been understood for reliable long-term prediction.

The purpose of our investigation is to quantify the effect of alteration caused by the

alkaline environment on permeability of bentonite buffer. For this purpose, we have

initiated experiments to acquire numerical data on the rate of dissolution of montmorillonite

and diffusivity of the alkaline source in compacted, cylindrical bentonite specimens under

highly alkaline, simulated groundwater conditions. This experimental configuration was

employed because it reflects repository conditions such as the use of compacted bentonite and

groundwater that is nearly saturated with respect to silicon and aluminum. Temperature

was selected to be 50'C to 170T and pH values were 13.0 to 14.0 to accelerate the runs

because the alteration experiments using compacted specimens require very long time

periods.

The amount of montmoriflonite remaining in the compacted specimens after the reaction,

which is an index of the degree of alteration, decreased in a few days to a few months under

the employed conditions of pH 14.0, as shown in Fig. 42-1. The amount of montmorillonite

decreased linearly with time, which yields the rate of density decrease (RA) from the slope.

The RA values at pH 14.0 were found to follow the Arrhenius equation, RA = A-exp(-EaIRY),

.This work was carried out by JAERI under an entrustment with the Ministry of Economy, Trade and

Industry (METI) of Japan.
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wi the frequency factor, A, of 0012±0.001 and the activation energy, Ea, of (3.7±0.1)XJ04 J

mol-1. The X-ray diffraction patterns of specimens indicated decreases of montmorillonite

and crystalline silica with time and the formation of a secondary mineral, analcime

(Na-AIS1'206).

Hydroxide ion diffusion experiment in the compacted sand-bentonite mixtures was

performed by the through-diffusion method. The experimental runs were conducted under

relatively low temperature of 10 to 50'C, where the dissolution of montmorillonite is expected

to be suppressed. The effective dffusivities, De, of 3.9x10-11 to I.IX10,10 M2 s-1 were

obtained depending on the temperature. The Arrhenius equation was fitted to the data to

yield the frequency factor, A, of 1.7x10-6 and the activat' n energy, Ea, of 2.5xJ04 J MO -

Experimentally obtained data on the rate of dissolution of montmorillonite and dffusivity

of the alkaline source in compacted, cylindrical bentonite specimens will be used to predict

the tme- & space-dependent amount of remained montmorillonite, Wx, 6. The predicted

Ox, t) will be combined with M-dependent permeability values to finally yield the tme- &

space-dependent permeability of the compacted sand-bentonite mixtures.

4.2.2 Corrosion Tests for Molten Solidified Products

The application of melting technique has been thought to be as one of effective methods

to stabilize wastes because the product is homogenized and reduced in volume. In terms of

stabilization of radionuclides and hazardous elements, the solidified products by melting are

expected to act as an engineered barrier. The barrier performance is needed to be evaluated

for safety assessment of waste disposal.

Solidified products consist of metal and slag forms, which originate from metallic and

nonmetallic waste components, respectively. Static corrosion tests were performed for

SiO2-CaO-AI203 slag specimens in aqueous solutions to observe the effects of solution

conditions on the corrosion behavior of the slag.

Figure 42-2 shows slag corrosion rates after 4-day leaching in AIC13-NaCl-MgC12 mixed

solutions at 909C. Si and Al are the major network formers of the slag, and the corrosion of

the slag is controlled by the leachability of these elements. The corrosion rates of slag were

reduced by A13+ in solution as seen in Figure 42-2. This reduction was due to reduction in

the concentration gradient of Al at the interface of the slag surface and solutionS(3). On the

other hand, the corrosion rates of the slag increased with the increase in Mg2+ concentrations.

A possible reason is that a less-soluble precipitate consisting of Si, Al and Mg was formed by

consuming Si and Al leached from the slag(3). Sodium ion has little influence on the

corrosion rates of the slag(3).

It was also observed that the slag corrosion was enhanced in alkaline solutions including

cement-equilibrated aqueous solutions and in acid solutions as shown in Fig. 42-3. This pH

dependence is likely to control by dissolution properties of the network structure of the
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slag(4).

In the cement-equilibrated aqueous soluti ns a calcium silicate mneral was formed as a

secondary phase(5). It was supposed that the formation of the secondary phase was

controlled by both the slag components and the solution compositions.
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Fig. 42-1 Amount of remained montmorillonite per unit volume of compacted sand-

bentonite mtures as a function of time at pH 14.0. The remained amounts of

montmorillonite were determined by methylene-blue adsorption titration method.

The error bars represent the magnitude of those associated with determination.
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weight, of 014 033 060 and 1.0, respectively.
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4.3 Estimate of Clearance Level for Uranium Waste')

The deterministic and probabilistic assessment code system to estimate the

clearance level for uranium waste, which is characterized by the existence of long-lived

radionuclides, the growth of daughters associated with uranium decay chain, the

emanation of radon from wastes containing Ra-226, have been developed(D. The

clearance levels for the uranium waste are calculated from 10 pSv/y of individual doses

by using the code system. The results of deterministic analyses for the waste generated

through dismantling of the facilities processing uranium fuel are shown in Fig. 43-1.

The clearance level of U-234 in landfill disposal scenario is lower than that in

recycle/reuse scenario. The result shows that the exposure of radon gas wth residence

at the disposal site is the most critical in all exposure pathways. In order to 'investigate

the effect of variability/uncertainty with respect to the parameters used in the

calculation, sensitivity analysis for some major parameters is carried out. The

sensitivity analysis indicates that the influence of parameter variability/uncertainty on

waste volume, disposal tolerable amount and radionuclide release condition is

especially remarkable in the estimate of clearance level for the uranium waste 2.
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5. TEST FACILITIES FOR SAFETY RESEARCH

Several large-scale test facilities are being utilized to perform nuclear safety research in

JAERI.

For examinations using high-radioactive material, JAERI has three hot laboratories, the

Reactor Fuel Examination Facility (RFEF) for the post-irradiation examination of LWR fuel,

the Research Hot Laboratory (RHL) for the post-irradiation examination of nuclear fuels and

materials, and the Waste Safety Testing Facility (WASTEF) for examinations concerning

corrosion behavior of the nuclear plant material and disposal of radioactive wastes from

nuclear research facilities and other plants. The outline and utilization of these facilities are

shown in the following section 5. 1.

For fundamental researches on the nuclear fuel cycle and the radioactive waste

management, JARI has the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety Engineering Research Facility

(NUCEF). The facility consists of the Static Experiment Critical Facility (STACY), the

Transient Experiment Critical Facility (TRACY) and the Back-end Fuel Cycle Key Elements

Research Facility (BECKY). STACY and TRACY are critical experiment facilities for
iticality safety research n the nuclear fuel cycle. BECKY is an R&D facility on chem' al

cr 1 1 1 1 1 1 IC

separation in reprocessing, partitioning of high-level radioactive waste, management of

TRU-containing waste and basic chemistry on TRU elements. The outline and utilization of

the NUCEF are shown in the section 52.

For irradiation tests of nuclear faels and materials, JAERI has the Japan Materials

Testing Reactor (JMTR). The reactor is a tank-in-pool type, cooled and moderated by light

water with maximum thermal power of MW Irradiation tests have been recently

conducted mainly for material research and development of light water reactor, fusion

reactor, and for fundamental research of materials irradiation damage. The outline and

utilization of the JMTR are shown in the section 53.

Some other facilities in JAERI relating nuclear safety research are briefly described from

section 21 to 24, which are the Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (NSRR) for research on fuel

behavior under the reactivity initiated accident, the Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF) and the

Thermal-Hydraulic Neutronic Coupling loop (THYNC) for research on thermal hydraulics

behavior under the operational/accidental condition of LWR, the Verification Experiments of

radionuclide Gas/Aerosol release facility (VEGA) for experiments on radionuclide release

from irradiated fuel during severe accidents of LWR.
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5.1 Hot Laboratories

For the nuclear safety research, there are three hot laboratories, i.e., the Reactor Fuel

Examination Facility (RFEF), the Research Hot Laboratory (RHL) and the Waste Safety

Testing Facility (WASTEF) at the Tokal Research Establishment to examine high-level

radioactive materials such as irradiated materials and fuels, etc.

The RFEF is principally performing post irradiation examinations (PIEs) on the reliability

and safety of operating power reactor fuel assemblies for PVFR, BVvT and ATR.

The RHL had been mainly performing PlEs for fuels and materials irradiated by research

and test reactors, and was taken out of service in the end of FY 2002 due to the fulfillment of

its missions, and is now under decommissioning.

The WASTEF was formerly carrying out safety examination on disposal of high-level

waste. However, since the R & D program on waste was finished in FY 1998, main emphasis

is placed on chemical hot examinations and PIEs of nuclear materials.

From FY 2003, the PlEs for the nuclear safety research are performed by using the REFE

and the WASTEF on the basis of an each its characters, i.e. the RFEF for the fuel field

examinations and the WASTEF for material field.

Major activities of each facility is described in 5.1.1 through 51.3.

5.1.1 ReactorFuelExaminationFacilityRFEF

The RFEF has been established in FY 979 for performing PIEs of spent reactor fuels in

LWR and ATR in order to investigate the fuel safety and reliability, and is equipped with six

beta-gamma concrete cells with three lead ones and two alpha-gamma concrete cells with two

lead ones. Furthermore, it is possible to replace the alpha-gamma cells atmosphere with pure

argon gas in order to prevent the oxidation of carbonate and/or nitride fuels.

PlEs and reassembling of the fuel assembly of BWR and PWR are being performed under

contract with the utilities and the vender, the Nuclear Fuel Industries Ltd (NFI) for example.

PlEs of MOX fuel assembly irradiated in the "Fugen" reactor have been started under

contract with the Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNC) .

For support of R&D works in JAERI, refabrication. and PlEs of segmented fuel rods have

been performed using spent fuel rods of LVTR for pulse irradiation tests in the NSRR.

Concerning the VEGA experiments on radionuclide release and transport during severe

acc'dents, two tests using irradiated fuel were successfully completed and the gamma

scanning for filters and piping was performed as a part of the post-test analyses. In the study

on fuel behavior under the loss of coolant accident (LOCA), the integral thermal shock test

apparatus has been designed with quenching system. Furthermore, destructive PlEs of
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rock-like oxide (ROX) fuel have been started after irradiation in JRR-3. Additionally,

investigation of reassembling and PlEs of the spent fuel assemblies of nuclear ship "Mutsu"

have been progressed.

In especial mention, to investigate root cause of the incidents occurred at the Harnaoka

Nuclear Power Station Unit-1 and the Onagawa Nuclear Power Station Unit-1, metallurgical

examinations were performed based on request of cooperation from the Nuclear and

Industrial Safety Agency to the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and

Technology.

Regarding to the developments of new PIE technology, micro density measurement

apparatus is under developing by immersion density measurement method in order to

improve accuracy of evaluation of thermal properties 1). Also, Advanced neutron radiography

techniques such as the Neutron Imaging Plate (NIP) and the Computed Tomography (CT)

method with neutron TV system have been developed in recent year. The strong points of

NIP are short exposure time and wide dynamic range in comparison with conventional X-ray

film method. Neutron TV system made it possible to obtain the CT image easily. The

effectiveness of the techniques for PIE is investigated by using un-irradiated samples such as
Zircaloy cladding tubes introduced ydrogen and a fuel pn 2 3)

1 . Additionally, development of

the fracture toughness testing technique for ]irradiated materials has been continued using

un-irradiated fuel cladding of BVVR as a reference.

5.1.2 Research Hot Laboratory, RHL

The operation of the RHL was initiated in FY 1961; it was the first PIE facility in Japan,

and many kinds of PlEs have been conducted during 41 years. These examinations have

assisted R&D works of fuels and materials for VVRs, High Temperature Engineering Test

Reactor (HTTR), and nuclear fusion reactor. In the RHL, monitoring tests on fuels and

structural materials had been performed for safe operation of the Magnox reactor at the Tokal

Power Station in the Japan Atomic Power Company (JA-PCO) during 32 years. The RHL is a

comprehensive beta-gamma cell facility that equipped with ten concrete cells and thirty-eight

lead ones. The RHL had been made full use of PlEs until the end of FY 2002 and is now under

decommissioning of hot cells.

In recent years, the main activities were PlEs for fuel cladding and structure materials of

LVTRs, structure materials of nuclear fusion reactor, and target materials of the Japan-Proton

Accelerator Complex (J-PARC). For studying irradiation stress relaxation of structure

materials in nuclear reactor, the residual stress of irradiated materials in the JMTR was

measured by X-ray diffractometry. And tensile test, fatigue test and TEM observation of
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zirconium alloys for ultra-high burnup irradiated in the Kashiwazaki Nuclear Power Station

Unit-5 were performed. For the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor project

(ITER), the slow strain rate tests (SSRT) on fusion materials were performed using small

specimen irradiated in ORNL/HFIR. Furthermore, data of mechanical property tests such as

tensile and bend-fatigue tests used smaller specimen irradiated in PSYSINQ proton

accelerator were offered for the high intensity proton accelerators 4.

In especial mention, to investigate root cause of the incident occurred at the Fukushima

Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station Unit-3, metallurgical examinations were performed based on

request of cooperation from the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency to the Ministry of

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology.

5.1.3 Waste Safety Testing Facility, WASTEF

The WASTEF has been established in FY 1981 to investigate the safety storage and

disposal of high level wastes (HLW) from reprocessing of spent fuel. It is equipped with three

beta-gamma concrete cells, two alpha-gamma concrete ones, one lead one and six glove boxes.

The original main research program, i.e. hot examinations concerning disposal of glass waste

forms (vitrified HLW), had been continued until Y 1998 and was finished.

Main activities of hot operation in recent years are corrosion tests under the heat flux

control condition for reprocessing plant materials in such as an evaporator, a dissolver, etc.,

the slow strain rate tests (SSRT) under the simulated operating condition of BWR for

investigating the irradiation assisted stress corrosion clacking (IASCC) phenomena in R&D

field of the nuclear plant materials. Figure 5.1-1 shows the corrosion test apparatus with heat

flux control system. Additionally, in radioactive waste disposal field, diffusion test in

bentonite under the simulated environment of geological disposal for evaluating the

migration behavior of radionuclides and fabrication of molten solidified products doped with

TRU elements have been carried out. Leaching tests on the simulated products have been also

conducted for confirming the expected performance. The burn-up measurement using the

micro fragments for evaluation of the integrity and reliability of high burn-up spent fuel n

fuel safety research field has been also performed.

Activities concerning newly hot examinations have been continually carried out for safety

research of material field, etc. Five new apparatuses have been installed in the concrete cells

during last two fiscal years. One is a fabrication apparatus for the molten solidified products

above mentioned. Two apparatuses with heat flux control system are designed for corrosion

test of the reprocessing plant materials. One of the two is abele to evaluate the sensitivity of

SCC for dissolver material. The other two apparatuses with high temperature and
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high-pressure water loop have been installed for SSRT and uni-axial constant load (UCL)

tests of austenitic stainless steel.

Furthermore, in development of the advanced PIEs technique, a new technique in

mechanical testing is being developed for evaluating the integrity of LWR fuel cladding tube.

The fracture toughness test of fuel cladding which is non-standard test method is carried out

by using an electric discharge machine (EDM) for specimen machining, a fatigue testing

machine for making the fatigue pre-crack into the specimen slit, a tensile testing machine

with a special test fixture for specimen chucking a chamber thermo controlled, a cutting

machine, etc. These remote system techniques, e.g. machining, pre-cracking and testing

operation, are now under developing rapidly with mock-up test at out of the cell. The tensile

testing machine, etc will be installed in the concrete cell by the end of 2003, and the test will

be carried out early in next year.
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5.2 Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety Engineering Research Facility, NUCEF

NUCEF is a large-scale facility for fundamental researches on safety and technological

advancement in the field of nuclear fuel cycle and radioactive waste management. A cutaway

view of NUCEF is illustrated in Fig. 52-1. The facility consists of two buildings: Experiment

Buildings A and B. The Experiment Building A has two critical facilities, named STACY and

TRACY, and a fuel treatment system for these critical facilities. Various critical experiments

using STACY and TRACY have been performed since 1995. The Experiment Building B,

named BECKY, is a complex research facility in which various et y cells, glove boxes and

hoods are installed. Studies on chemical separation in a reprocessing process, partitioning of

the high-level radioactive wastes, management of transuranium (TRU) wastes and basic

chemistry on TRU elements have been conducted in BECKY since 1995. Major specifications

of the facilities are summarized in Table 5.2- 1.

5.2.1 STACY and TRACY

STACY is a critical facility to obtain basic data on criticality safety of fissile solutions

under various core configurations. Since 2002 a new series critical experiments has been

performed using a heterogeneous core system which consists of 6 wt% enriched uranyl

nitrate solution and wt% enriched U02 fuel pins. The lattice-pitch of the pns is variable:

1.5- 2 I- and 2.6-cm-pitch are available. The first heterogeneous core was assembled with

221 fuel pins loaded by the ptch of 21 cm and the fuel solution ranging from to 370 g/ in

uranium concentration. The configuration of the heterogeneous core system is illustrated in

Fig. 52-2. After the core system the second heterogeneous core assembled with 333 fuel pins

loaded by the pitch of 1.5 cm follows in 2003.

TRACY is a pulsed reactor to simulate criticality accident conditions using low-enriched

(235U enrichment 10 wt%) uranyl nitrate solution for studies on neutronic characteristics,

source terms of radioactive materials and radiation dosimetry A series of supercritical

experiments to study source terms of radioactive materials under the criticality accident

conditions, which had started in 1996, was completed in 2002. The number of the TRACY

operations for the experiments amounted to 23 runs including a preliminary operation. For

experiments on activation dosimetry under the criticality accident conditions, a pneumatic

transfer system was newly installed in the TRACY reactor room at the end of F.Y. 2002 to

handle various materials irradiated during the pulsed operation. Although high-dose rate

has forbidden access to the reactor room for a few days after a pulsed operation, this system

makes it possible to take an irradiated capsule out even during the pulsed operation and

then to measure the radioactivity of short-lived radioisotopes generated by the irradiation.

Figure 52-3 shows the pneumatic transfer system. The irradiation head of this system can

be placed flexibly around the TRACY core tank.

The properties of the fuel solution such as solution density and uranium concentration
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have been periodically measured about once a week, because ventilation air flows n fuel

storage tanks slightly vaporizes water in the solution and thereby the solution tends to get

gradually thick.

For a future program of the critical experiments using plutonium fuel solution at STACY,
dver mediated electrolyte dssolver for in' ed oxide (MOX) fuel has been installed in the

a si I I ix

fuel treatment system. Figure 52-4 shows the MOX dissolver installed in a glove box.

Laboratory-scale dissolution tests using a small amount of MOX powder have been

performed since 2000.0) It was confirmed that the MOX powder was completely dissolved in

nitric acid by the silver mediated electrolytic oxidation method.

5.2.2 BECKY

In xy cells shielded with high-density concrete, a series of experiments for the safety

assessment and improvement of a reprocessing process has been performed since 1998 using

the spent fuel of light water reactor ranging from 8,000 to 44,300 MWd/t. Thereafter new

experiments using MOX spent fuel are scheduled in the cells. The tests of the Four-Group

Partitioning Process in the cc y cells with the high-level liquid waste generated from the

reprocessing experiments were completed in 2002 since original objectives of the tests had

been accomplished.

Researches on actinide geochemistry to obtain experimental data for long-term

performance assessment of a geological disposal system have been conducted in

inactive-atmospbere glove boxes filled with argon gas. A facility devoted to TRU

high-temperature chemistry, named TRU-HITEC, was newly installed in BECKY in F.Y.

2002. This facility consists of a glove box shielded with leaded acrylic resin and three hot

cells shielded with steel and polyethylene. By using TRU-HITEC, it is possible to obtain

fundamental data concerning spent fuel containing minor actmilde and pyrochemical

reprocessing of the fuel in the atmosphere with a high-purity argon gas 02 I ppm and dew

point < 70 oC). The schematic diagram and a front view of TRU-HITEC are shown in

Fig. 52-5. Function tests of the facility are under way and the TRU-HITEC experiments are

planned early in 2004.

In January, 2003, the International Atomic Energy Agency (LAEA) certificated the

analytical capability for safeguards hot-cell samples at BECKY and approved the acceptance

of BECKY into the IAEA Net-work Analytical Laboratories for safeguards. The research and

development on the advanced analytical technology for the hot-cell samples are in progress

at the analytical laboratory in BECKY.

Researches on rock-like oxide fuel, nondestructive measurement techniques for

radioactive waste are also continued in BECKY.
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Table 52-1 Major specifications of facilities in NUCEF:

(a) STACY and TRACY

STACY TRACY

Thermal power -Max. 200 W -Max. 10 kW (delayed critical operation)
-Max. 5,00 NM (transient operation)

Excess reactivity -Max. 0.8 $ -Max. 0.8 (delayed critical operation)
-Max. 3 (transient operation)

Maximum fuel -Uranyl nitrate solution -Uranyl itrate solution
inventory 4 or 6 wt% enrichment 500 kgU 10 wt% enrichment 150 kgU

10 wt% enrichment 150 kgU
-Plutonium nitrate solution 60 kgPu
-UO2 fuel rod

5 wt% enrichment 400 kgU

Reactivity control -Feed and drainage of solution -Feed and drainage of solution
method (safety rods for shutdown) -Withdrawal of transient rod

First criticality -February 1995 -December 1995

(b) BECKY.

Research on chemical separation Research on TRU waste management
on nuclear fuel cycle

Research themes -Improvement of reprocessing process -Development of TRU measuring
-Development of partitioning process technique
-Related fundamental chemistry on -Development of TRU disposal method
TRU

Experiment method -Laboratory-scale experiments using -Laboratory-scale experiments using
actual spent fuel and high-level artificial TRU waste
radioactive liquid waste.

Major radioactive -Spent fuel (Max. 45, 000 MWJ/t) -Plutonium
materials and their 3 kg/year pellets and solution etc. solid, solution, etc.
maximum handling -High-level radioactive liquid waste -Radioisotopes
quantities 2 liters 185 TBq/year solid, solution, etc.

2.56 TBq/day

Major equipment -(x y cells shielded with high-density -Atmosphere-controUed glove boxes
concrete -Glove boxes
-Glove boxes -D-T pulsed neutron source
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5.3 Japan Materials lbsting Reactor and Hot Laboratory

The Japan Materials Testing Reactor (JMTR) is the multi-purpose testing reactor for

irradiation tests of nuclear fuels and materials. The reactor is a tank-in-pool type, cooled

and moderated by light water with maximum thermal power of 5MW. During last

thirty-two years since the JMTR started materials irradiation tests in 1971, many types of

irradiation capsules, large irradiation test loops and in-core instrumentation devices were

developed and used. Irradiation tests have been recently conducted mainly for material

research and development of light water reactor, fusion reactor, and for fundamental

research of materials irradiation damage.

In the hot laboratory connected to the JMTR with the water canal, various post

irradiation examinations (PlEs) are carried out for specimens of nuclear fuels and materials

which are highly radioactive after the irradiation in JMTR and/or other reactors. The hot

cell in the hot laboratory and the reactor are also connected through a water canal which is

used to transfer capsules irradiated in JMTR to the hot laboratory for PlEs, and to transfer

capsules re-assembled in the hot cell to JMTR for re-irradiation. The layout of the the

JMTR, the hot laboratory and their related facilities is shown in Fig. 53-1

5.3.1 Japan Materials Testing Reactor, MTR

(1) Outline of JMTR

The JMTR achieved the first criticality in March, 1968. The JMTR is being operated at

rated thermal power of 50 MW since 1971. The core configuration of the JMTR is shown in

Fig.5.3-2. The reactor core consists of the fuel region and the reflector region. The fuel

region consists of standard fuel elements and control rods, etc., and is located in the center

of the reactor core. The reflector region surrounds the fuel region, and consists of beryllium

reflectors and aluminum reflectors, etc.. The low gamma dose irradiation region by the

gamma ray shielding plate made of Zircaloy-2 is placed in north part of the reactor core. In

the JMTR, approx. 60 irradiation holes include 6 holes of the fuel region are available to

irradiation tests with irradiation capsules.

The fast neutron flux (E> 1MeV) in the current core configuration is approximately 3 X

1018M-2S-1 at maximum in the fuel region, and it decreases to the level of 12000 of the

maximum in the peripheral (farthest) irradiation positions in the core. The thermal

neutron flux (E<0.683MeV) is approximately 4 X 1 18M-2S- 1 at maximum in the first and

second reflector layers surrounding the fuel region, and it decrease to the level of 130 of the

maximum in the peripheral irradiation positions. These wide distributions of neutron

fluxes provide flexible irradiationfields for various needs of irradiation tests.

JMTR has wide variety of irradiation facilities in order to meet requirement of

irradiation tests. The irradiation facilities consist of many types of irradiation capsules,

hydraulic rabbit irradiation facility, the power ramping test facility and Advanced Water
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Chemistry Controlled Irradiation Research Device. Irradiation capsules are the most

flexible irradiation tools to fulfill the various kinds of irradiation needs for nuclear fuel and

material researches. Hydraulic rabbit irradiation facility is mainly used for short time

irradiation tests for such as fundamental researches. The power ramping test facility was

installed in 1984, since then ninety-nine power ramping tests were totally carried out in the

JMTR by JAERI's research for nuclear fuel safety and the national research project for high

burn-up BWR fuels. The facility operation has been currently suspended since 2001.

New irradiation test facility "Advanced Water Chemistry Controlled Irradiation

Research Device" for IASCC study consists of saturated temperature capsules (SATCAP),

the out-of-pile water control unit WCU) and the connecting units to connect SATCAPs with

the WCU. The WCU can feed controlled water up to five SATCAPs at maximum for effective

proceeding of irradiation test program.

(2) Operation of JMTR

With regard to recent operation of JMTR, 5 cycles and 4 cycles were achieved in 2001

and 2002 respectively, and the total operating time in the two years were approximately

3900 hours.

Requirement of high neutron fluence ]irradiation related to ageing research of light-water

reactor was increased. Therefore, in order to extend the operating period of one-cycle from

26 to 31 days, reactor core was improved by adding two fuel elements and the operation

with the improved core was started from Nov. 2001.

(3) Irradiation test

The total number of capsules and hydraulic rabbits irradiated were 105 and 59,

respectively in fiscal year 2001. The total number of capsules and hydraulic rabbits

irradiated were 66 and 19, respectively in fiscal year 2002.

With regard to nuclear safety research of light water reactor, power ramping test and

additional-irradiation of high burn-up PVVR fuel, irradiation test of pressure vessel material

and reactor core materials were carried out.

(4) Irradiation test for IASCC study 

Advanced Water Chemistry Controlled Irradiation Research Device, which enables the

irradiation test in high-temperature and high-pressure water condition simulated

environment of BVR core internals, was installed in fiscal year 2001. The irradiation test

for IASCC research on the reactor core structure material was initiated in March, 2002.

The device as shown in Fig. 53-3 consist of the saturation temperature capsules

(SATCAP) and an out-of pile water control unit (in Fig. 53-4) that feeds high-temperature

and high-pressure water to the SATCAP in the reactor. Two sets of the water control unit
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were installed n the JMTR building cubicle.

By the device, it is possible to control water chemistry conditions (dissolved oxygen and

hydrogen concentration) and temperature of the specimens under irradiation. Moreover,

the water control unit can feed controlled water up to five SATCA-Ps SATCAPs can be

loaded any positions in the JMTR core including the fuel region so that neutron fluence

expected for the BVT's shroud in sixty years operation is available in about two years.

Six SATCAPs are now under irradiation and irradiation of one SATCAP was completed

in fiscal year 2002.

Regarding development for in-situ IASCC test technique, verification of fabrication for

the specimens unit and the capsule, assembly test of the capsule parts in the hot laboratory

and flow characteristic test in the capsule were carried out for in fiscal year 2001 and 2002.

(5) Irradiation test for irradiation embrittlement of pressure vessel material 2)

For research on irradiation embrittlement of light water reactor pressure vessel material,

re-irradiation capsule (in Fig. 53-5), which can re-irradiate annealed specimens (recover its

irradiation embrittlement), was developed and designed from fiscal year 1998. The test

schedule is shown in Table 53-1 and Fig. 53-6.

The first irradiation for the re-irradiate capsule was carried out in fiscal year 2001. Then,

annealing of irradiated specimens was carried out(4509C,100hours) in the JMTR canal.

Afterwards, a part of loaded specimens was replaced by un-irradiated specimens in the hot

laboratory for the second irradiation test. The irradiated specimens were replaced after

the second 'irradiation again in the same way for final irradiation test.

5.3.2 Hot Laboratory in JMTR

The service of the hot laboratory of JMTR was started in 1971 to examine specimens

irradiated mainly in JMTR. A wide variety of PlEs for research and development of

nuclear fuels and materials is available in three kinds of hot cells (eight concrete cells, five

steel cells and seven lead cells) in the hot laboratory. Four microscope lead cells are also

connected to the concrete cell No. 8. The arrangement of the ground floor in the hot

laboratory is shown Fig. 53-7.

Irradiated capsules are disassembled to take out various specimens from the capsule in

the concrete cell No.2. In the concrete cell No. 7 the re-instrumentations of thermocouples

and fission product (FP) gas pressure gauge have been conducted until Y 2001 for the

power ramping tests using the Boiling Water Capsule (BOCA). Nondestructive

examinations performed in the concrete cells are visual inspection, dimensional

measurement, X-ray radiography, gamma scanning, eddy current test and pellet/cladding

gap measurement. Destructive examinations are FP gas collection and analysis, density

measurement and compression test. Metallography, hardness measurement and soft X-ray
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radiography are carried out in the microscope lead cells attached to the concrete cell No. .

Furthermore, there is a room having an X-ray micro analyzer (XMA) for the composition

analysis and fractography of the irradiated fuels and materials in the hot laboratory.

The PlEs carried out in the lead cells are stress corrosion cracking (SCC) test, slow

strain rate tensile (SSRT) test, tensile test, Charpy impact test and small punch (SP) test.

Heat treatment of specimens by an electric furnace and fractography by a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) are also performed in the lead cells.

The PlEs in the steel cells are visual inspection, dimensional measurement, low cycle

fatigue test, tensile test, compression test and fracture toughness test.

In Ys 2001 and 2002, following PlEs were carried out in the hot laboratory of JMTR for

the nuclear safety research.

PlEs of nuclear fuel, which included visual inspection, dimensional measurement, X-ray

radiography, gamma scanning and pellet/cladding gap measurement of the high burn-up

spent fuel used in light water reactor VV-R), were carried out after the re-irradiation test by

means of BOCA in JMTR.

Tensile test, fracture toughness test, Charpy impact test and hardness test of structural

materials for WR were performed after the irradiation of the materials in JMTR.

Fracture surfaces of tested specimens in above mentioned tests were observed by SEM in

the lead cell No. 7 As a new development of PIE technique, two crack growth testing

machines were installed in the steel cell No. in order to obtain valuable data for

investigating the mechanism of irradiation assisted stress corrosion cracking (IASCC in

structural materials for WR. They will be mainly used to evaluate the ASCC growth rate

of the irradiated compact tension (CT) specimens made of type 304 or 316 stainless steel.
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Table 53-1 Irradiation schedule

Is t rrad. 2nd 3rd Irrad.
Irradiation schedule Irrad.

Oct.'01 Nov.'O Jan.'02 Feb.'02 Jan.'03 Feb.'03

Irradiation cycle 141 142 143 144 1145 146 147 148 149

Largerinnercap.( LI)

Larcyer inner cap. 1-2)tn

Smallerinnercap.( SI)

Smaller inner cap. S2)

A. A
Annealing in the water canal
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6 INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION

JAERI recognizes that improving the safety of nuclear facilities is a common

global goal and is necessary to achieve public acceptance of nuclear energy. With this

impetus, JAERI has assigned international collaboration a significant role in its

nuclear safety research activities. This collaborative effort allows the sharing of data

and information among the participating countries by conducting cooperative research

to obtain scientific and technical knowledge. International collaborative research

activities are listed in able 6- 1. 1n addition, JAERI actively takes a responsible role

by providing technical experts and assistance to the international community through

the International Atomic Energy Agency (1A.EA) and the Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECD) to enhance and further ensure the safety of

nuclear facilities around the world.
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Table 61 International cooperative agreements in the field of nuclear safety research

Items Participants Place Period Objectives
(Host Organization)

OECD Halden Reactor 24 Organizations from 20 Norway/Halden Apr. 1967- Research on performance and reliability of fuel.
Project Countries Dec. 1999 Man-machine communications.

(OECD Norwegian
Institute for Energiteknikk)

Cooperative Research JAERI Korea/Taejon June 1994- Probabilistic safety assessment, Human factors,
Program in the Nuclear KAERI July 2001 Fuel behavior in accidental conditions, Low-level
Safety Area and other waste disposal, Real-time dose assessment for
Related Areas power plant accidents.

CD

Cooperation Agreement in JAERI France/Cadarache June 1994- Reactivity initiated accidents (RIA) and severe
the Field of Nuclear Safety IPSN Sep.2002 accident analytical experiments, Criticality safety.
and Protection

Agreement for Cooperative JAERI China/Shanxi Aug. 1995- Cooperative research on assessment method of
Research on Radiological CIRP Province July. 2001 radiological safety for shallow land disposal of
Safety for LLW LLW.

Implementing Agreement JAERI Japan Nov. 1999 Research on NU (Minor Actinides) and log-lived FP
for Cooperation in the CEA France Sep.2002 (Fission Products) partitioning
Field of Radioactive Waste Migration behavior database for long-lived
and Spent Fuel nuclides
Management Storage-Containers for storage

Pyrochemical processes
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